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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1	 General
This report represents the results of Northrop's
study and a conceptual preliminary design of a simulator for
helicopter research and development. The study was performed for
the United States Army Air Mobility Research and Development
Laboratory under NASA Contract NAS2-9351.
1.2	 Study Objectives
The objective of the study was to obtain a preliminary
design for a Helicopter/VTOL Wide-Angle Simulator Image Generation
Display System. It is understood that the visual system is to
become part of a simulator capability to support Army Aviation
Systems Research and Development within the near term (3 to 5
years). As required for the Army to simulate a wide range of
• aircraft characteristics, versatility and ease of chan ging cockpit
configurations were primary considerations of the study. Also,
because of the Army's interest in low altitude flight (5 - 10 feet
f	 above the terrain) and descents into and landing in constrained
areas, particular emphasis was given to wide field-of-view,
resolution, brightness, contrast, and color.
The visual display stud- includes a preliminary design,
demonstrated feasibility of advanced concepts, and a plan for
subsequent detail design and development.
1.3
	
Study Approach
The focal point of the study approach was a baseline
concept to satisfy the general overall objectives. The baseline
concept, founled on current technology consistent with Northrop's
continuing interest in visual simulation, was considered obtain-
able in the near term (3 to 5 years).
The following major study activities were applied to
elements of the baseline concept to produce a visual display
system preliminary design.
l
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	1.3.1
	 Analysis and Tradeoff Studies
.^, Analysis and tradeoff considerations for
various visual system elements are outlined and discussed in
Section IV. Isolation of major problem areas and feasibility
demonstrations were part of the criteria for making tradeoff
decisions.
	1.3.2	 Subcontractor Participation
Subcontractor reports and supporting data
are included in Section V. Study subcontracts were let to
Farrand Optical Company and Pacific Optical Company for the
purpose of obtaining specifications and cost data. Specifications
and data from other major visual display system suppliers are
included in the appendices.
	
1.3.3
	
Visits to Simulation Facilities
During the course of the study the following
simulator facilities were visited for the purposes listed:
Facility Visited Purpose Of Visit
•
	 Singer To discuss DIG system capabilities and
observe demonstrations.
•
	 Evans and Sutherland To evaluate deliverab' .e Lufthansa CGI
display system.
•	 Farrand To evaluate contents of probe study
To evaluate chalricon TV camera and
variable visibility system nuAnufactured
by SRL.
To discuss terrain model tectsnology
with Independence Scale Model.
•	 CAE Electronics Fly CH-47 simulator to evaluate non-
tilt corrected probe.
Discuss probe protection techniques.
•	 Fort Rucker To evaluate 2 B-31 and 2 B-33 model-
boards and ARI model sections
To make NOE flight in UH helicopter
l
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	1.3.4	 In--de th Analysis and Preliminar Desi n
The Proposes System
`.
	
	 The conceptual design and analysis of the
proposed visual display system is outlined and discussed in Sections
II and IV respectively. The purpose of the analysis and design
activity was to produce, within the allotted manhours, technically
competent specification and preliminary design drawings.
Together with backup data, design data, and basic assumptions,
these specifications and drawings will define a feasible visual
display concept. The concept and these criteria and specifications
will provide a suitable basis for preparation of a program plan for
the phased hardware development.
	
1.3.5	 Phased Plan For Development
A development plan is outlined and discussed
in Section III. The plan includes a budgetary and planning
estimate of direct charge labor hours, unburdened material
costs, and schedules for the phased development of the visual
display concept.
	
1.3.6	 Reporting
Monthly and oral progress reports were sub-
mitted as required. This document is the final report and
summarizes all study related activity.
i
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2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1
	 General Technical Requirements
The basic aim of this study was to define performance
specifications at the subsystem level with particular attention
to display and motion performance of image generation and display
devices.
This approach was taken because definition and measurement
of quantitative criteria for overall system performance are
difficult in terms of the integrated visual scene. In particular
the end-to-end display position cannot be accurately
specified. This is primarily because in the past the absolute
accuracy of optical probes has not been critical and therefore
has not been specified. Another parameter is end-to-end display
resolution in terms of Modulation Transfer Function, (MTF), where it
is difficult to design individual components that will combine
to satisfy the requirements of a specified end-to-end MTF.
Major subsystem concepts have been established; motion
characteristics and dynamic performance requirements have been
defined; and system arrangement, location and gross sizing
of components has been determined. In addition to performance
specifications, some firm requirements for physical envelopes,
mechanisms, components, arrangement, subsystem configurations,
structural criteria, and visual display characteristics have
been defined.
The results of this study do not establish a fullv
verified design. During the design phase (Phase II) . a pre-
liminary design period will be required to refine the analysis
and integration of the configuration and concept covered in this
study.
4
2.2 Overview Of The Proposed System
The proposed Helicopter Simulator Visual System shown in
Figure 2.2-1 is comprised of subsystems designed to provide a
wide-angle, full color, high fidelity display of detailed terrain
and background information. Two crew members are provided with an
accurate analog of real-world type terrain generated by a Model
-Probe-Camera system. The pilot's field-of-view for this displa
is 120 0 horizontal by 60 0
 vertical. The total field-of-view is
extended to 200 0 X 60 0
 with synthetic terrain imagery generated
by a computer graphics system.
A dual scale terrain model system shown in Figure 2.2 -2 is
utilized to provide an optimized gaming area for NOE and high
altitude flight simulation applicable to Helicopter Research and
Development. The sythetic imagery provides attitude, altitude,
and motion cues in the pilot's peripheral field-of-view.
Imagery generated by the terrain model system and the
computer graphics system are displayed to the crew members on a
20 foot diameter dome type projection screen. The display system
general arrangement is shown in Figure 2.2-3. The imagery is
projected on the screen by five identical television projectors
mosai.,ked to provide a 200 0 X 60 0 field-of-view. The three central
projectors receive information from three trosaicked television
cameras viewing the terrain model. The two peripheral projectors
receive information generated by the computer graphics. A synthetic
blue sky is generated by video special effects circuitry included
in the television projector electronics.
A background display comprised of a blue sky and continuous
horizon is provided by a gimbaled point light projection system.
This provides an extended horizon when flying over relatively
flat terrain, and attitude cues for high altitude flight simulation.
Simulation of Helicopter motions in the visual scene are
produced by a servo driven gantry, optical probe, and projection
heads. Translational and altitude motions are provided by the
r
gantry with pitch and yaw motion being provided by the probe.
`	 Roll motion is produced by combining roll of the probe with roll
5
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of the television projector heads. Projector roll is utilized
to increase the vertical field-of-view in roll maneuvers for low
altitude and NOE flight simulation. In this configuration
aircraft roll is limited to + 90 0 . For tasks requiring continuous
aircraft roll, the roll motion is produced solely by the optical
probe.
An Area-Of-Interest (AOI) system tracks the pilots head
motion in azimuth and slaves the detailed imagery to the pilots
line of sight. This technique permits viewing of detailed
information out to + 100°.
The cockpit and visual display support system is designed
to accomodate two crew members in a side-by-side seating arrangement
shown in Figure 2.2-4. An automatic cockpit positioning mechanism
is used to position the viewpoint of either crew member to the
screen center. The cockpit, screen, and projector support structures
are mounted on a base structure designed to interface with a
simulator motion base.
A test, monitor, and control console provides for rapid
daily checkout, fault isolation, and local control of'the Video
and Servo equipment.
The following tables summarize the overall system performance
characterics. Table 2.2-1 compares the display system performance
goals of the statement of work with the predicted performance of
the conceptual system. Table 2.2-2 compares the desirable aircraft
flight performance envelope from the statement of work with
predicted system performance. Table 2.2-3 summarizes the nominal
motion base performance established by USAAMRDL, and Table 2.2-4
summarizes the display system weights and inertias.
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TABLE 2.2-1 DISPLAY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE SOW DESIGN PREDICTED END-TO-END
PARAMETERS GOAL PERFORMANCE
DETAILED DISPLAY
^^\` i'r ' •i	 ^''ter
Resolution / ` 	 /^•^ ar`
• Center (Arc Min/OLP) 4 9 Limiting On Axis
	 ,^'.•^
f `_^J• Edge (Arc Min/OLP) 4 11 Limiting At + 60 0
Field-Of-View (Deg) 180H x 60V 120H x 60V
Luminance (Ft.-L) (*) 8 5►5/8 Average Scene Highlight
Contrast Ratio 20:1 15:1 Probe Limit
Color Yes Yes, RGB Color
Refresh Rate (No/Sec) 60 30 TV/Frames (60 Fields)
Lag.(Sec) . 05 .05 @ 20% (Camera Tube)
Position Accuracy (Deg) 0.3 0.3 Final Design Goal
Geometric Distortion M <1.0 <2.0
BACKGROUND DISPLAY
Field-Of-View (Deg) 240H x 160V 200H x 60V Peripheral TV
)240H x 160V Sky-Horizon
Luminance (Ft-L) (*) 8 .5/8 Peripheral TV
0.5	 Sky-Horizon
Contrast 10:1 >10:1	 Peripheral TV
N/A	 Sky-Horizon
Refresh Rate (no./Sec) 30 30	 Raster Graphics
30 TV Frames (60 Fields)
Lag (Sec) 0.1 <0.1
Position Accuracy (Deg) 1.0 < 1.0 Design Goal Raster
Graphics
<1.0 Sky-Horizon
r
.Y"
* Minimum highlight luminance is 5.5 ft. lamberts using an f/1.2 projection
lens and 8 ft. lamberts using an f/1.0 projection lens.
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TABLE 2.2-2 AIRCRAFT FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ENVELOPE
Parameter
sow
Desirable
Performance
Predicted Performance
Altitude, Min/Max 5/1000 7.1/000 scaled 250:1.	 14.2/2000
(Ft.) scaled 500:1
Maneuvering Area 3NM x	 NM 1.17NM2 scaled at 250:1 0
 4.67NM2
= 6NM scale 	 at 500:1.	 Total area
5.8NM
Velocity Horizontal 250 250 kts scaled at 250:1. 500 kts
(knots) scaled at 500:1
Velocity Vertical 50 50 Ft./Sec scaled at 250:1,
(Ft./Sec.) 100 ft/sec scaled at 500:1
Acceleration 3 3g's scaled at 250:1, 6g's scaled
(G's) at 500:1.
Pitch Excursion + 90 Sky-Horizon proj. + 70°, Optical
(degrees) I	 probe + 30°, -60*, Graphics +750
Pitch Velocity + 60	
I
+ 60
(degrees/sec) .
Pitch Acceleration + 100	 i + 100
(degrees/sec 2)
Roll Excursion Continuous + 45° with proj. roll only, + 900
(degrees) with combined proj. roll and probe
roll, continuous with probe roll
only +180° for sky-horizon proj.
Roll Velocity + 100 + 100
(deg/sec)
Roll Acceleration + 150 + 150
(deg/sect)
Heading Excursion Continuous	 ; Continuous
(degrees)
Heading Velocity + 100 + 100
(deg/sec)
Heading Acceleration + 100 + 100
(deg/sect)
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TABLE 2.2-3 MOTION BASE NOMINAL PERFORMANCE
SURGE SWAY	 HEAVE PITCH ROLL YAW
Xc Yc zc Ac 0C Pc
Displacement
t - Rad ±4 ±12 ±8. ±0.3 ±0.3 ±0.4
Velocity
t/Sec-Rad/Sec -4 ±8 ±6 ±0.3 ±0.5 ±0.6
cceleration	 2
Ft/Sec -Rad/Sec
+
-10
+
-10 +-10 +-1.0 +-1.0 -1
Dynamic Response The dynamic response of each axis will
approximate that of a second-order system
with an undamped natural frequency of
3 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.7.
TABLE 2.3-4 VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEM WEIGHTS 6 INERTIAS
r"
ISUAL DISPLAY
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
WEIGHT
(POUNDS)
INERTIAS AT THE SCREEN CENTER
(SLUG. FT.	 )
I x I Iz
Sphere 1400 2560 2560 2900
other (*)	f/1.2 Lens
f/1.0 Lens
3100
3655
4580
5270
1670
I	 1850
2970
3465
TOTAL
	
f/1.2 Lens
f/1.0 Lens
4500
5055
7140
7830
4230
4410
5870
6365
M Does not include cockpit or cockpit and visual system support
platform.	 Individual components are tabulated in section 5.1.
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2.3	 DETAILED IMAGE GENERATION SUBSYSTEM
2.3.1	 General
The detailed terrain image generation subsystem is conprised
of a dual scale three dimensional modelboard, gantry, wide angle multiple
sensor optical probe, and a multiple TV camera system. The image from the
probe is split off to three high resolution color TV cameras. The gantry
is servo controlled to translate the probe/camera package over the modelboard.
The following paragraphs describe the major componecits of the
detailed image generation subsystem.
2.3.2 Terrain Modelboard and Support Structure
Terrain Modelboaxd
The Terrain Ilodelboard, as required to simulate missions
involving low altitude nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight and descents into and
landing in constrained sites,is required to be an accurate analog of the
real world. The recommended modelboard is the cype produced by John Pirnr,
Ltd.
The proposed modelboard is comprised of forty-eight (48)
4 X 8 foot panels joined and edge-matched to form a continuous 24 X 64
foot terrain scene. The contour intervals and scene detail are shown on
drawings PD702 and PD703 respectively. The modelboard surface is equally
divided into two primary gaming areas: a 1:250 scale (rough terrain) and
a 1:500 scale (smoother) general terrain area. The general arrangement,
in terns of scale, area and size, is shown in Figure 2.2-2.
The boundary of the 1:250 scale NOL area is formed by
utilizing higher elevations. Three saddle type passes are included to
allow continuous flight between the two areas. A reflective aluminized mylar
surface extends around the outer perimeter of the 1:500 scale general
terrain area to a height of approximately 12 inches for the purpose of
providing the illusion of extended terrain.
The scene detail provides the pilot with realistic velocity,
altitude, attitude, and range cues. The soenary, particularly around very
low altitude flight areas (NOE routes, stage fields, confined landing areas,
pennacle, etc.) is to be modeled to maintain proper perspective relative
to general terrain features and objects of known size.
14
The terrain scene depicts a generalized Waal countryside
and includes both rough and rolling terrain, wooded areas, a rivet, =ads,
a railroad, and buildings. The trees are to be modeled as highly realistic
individual free-standing units. The ground texture is to be modeled with
particular attention paid to scale and realimn. The scene also includes
scrub fields, cultivated planed fields, and fields with crops. The buildings
are to be modeled with special attention paid to scale and realism. The
scene includes liberal use of fences, telephone poles, water towers, etc.
In addition, the following general requirements apply:
(1) Seams - All seams to be indistinguishable at the
final display.
(2) Gradient - The maxim n terrain gradient of any hard
object is 45 degrees.
(3) Altitude - The maximnm altitude of any object on
the terrain board is 1.2 feet above the minim=
probe altitude.
(4) ' Material - The modelboard is to be constnictod of
materials arhich provide a eoef f icient of linear
expansion/C° of less than 10 X 10-6 (i.e. epoxy/filIer
and glass 1%W).
The overall quality of the modelboard is to be established
by two quality standards (250:1 and 500:1). These standards will beome
part of the criteria for the modelboard acceptance tests.
Support StrL, ture
, he modelboard structure, shown on drawing PD704, is
approximately 26.5 X 66.0 foot overall, and is designed to permit a
free-standing vertical installation with minin n interface with the facility.
Zhe support structure is comprised of eight (8) similar weldments - approximately
12.0 X 26.5 foot each. The weldments are constructed primarily of 5.0 X 5.0
inch and 2.5 X 5.0 inch steel tubing interlaced with 3.0 X 3.0 inch steel
angle. The support structure has sufficient strength and rigidity to ensure
that no perceptible movements or vibrations, or changes in alignment occur.
15
The structure is designed to be compatible with the
eight point modelboard attachment described in the above paragraphs and
allows free access to all modelboard edges for seaming.
2.3.3 Gantry and Probe/TV Camera Suaort
gantry
The gantry, shown on drawing PD700, is a rigid steel
tubular weldment structure (approximately 30 feet high) designed to support
and translate the Prebe/TV Camera package over the vertically mounted
terrain modelbaord. The required gantry translations are as follows
(overtravel not included):
• Longitudinal. (X-axis)	 60 feet
• Lateral (Y-axis)	 23 feet
. Altitude (Z-axis)	 4 feet
The gantry is supported from beneath by a pair of round
way bearing assemblies on a single 65 foot long ball bushing shaft, and fran
above (and to the rear of the modelboard) on a single round way bearing
assembly (tilted 30 degrees from the vertical) on a second parallel 65 foot
long ball bushing shaft. A dc--torque raptor/tachometer package, supported
at the base of the gantry, provides longitudinal (X-axis) gantry translation
by driving a spur gear against a gear rack mounted to the ball bushing
shaft support structure.
The probe/c amra package, mounted to a carriage on the
side of the gantry,is mechanized for vertical (y-axis) translation (lateral
across the modelboard). The carriage is supported on vertica'. shafts by
pairs of ball bushings and cam follower asse.Trblies. A dc-torque motor/tachometer
package, mounted on the top of the gantry, drives the probe/camera carriage
and counterbalance weight (located on the opposite side of the gantry) by
a sprocket and closed-loop chain system.
Tachometers and gear driven potentiometers are mechanized
in each axis to provide feedback inputs to the servo control system.
16
Camera Suaaort
7he probe/camera carriage assembly is skm on drawing
PD701. A platform, supported on the gantry vertical (Y-axis) translation
system, provides support for both the altitude (z-axis) translation
system and the probe quick retract mechanism. The support structure is
primarily a welded aluminum structure.
The platform is supported by four ball bushings on a
pair of ball bushing shafts. A dc-torque notor/tachomet= package,
supported from the platform, provides altitude (Z-axis) carriage translation
by driving a spur gear against a rear rack mounted to the ball bushing support
structure. The tachamter of the drive package and a gear driven potentiometer
provide feedback inputs to the serve oontrol system.
The probe quick-retract mechanism utilizes an air cylinder
drive and solenoid actuated release ooncept to operate in a fail-safe
node. Retraction of one foot is achieved in .065'seoonds, and is compatible
with probe protection requirements.
17
2.3.4	 Optical Probe
The Optical Probe will be a modification of a current
design having a circular FOV of 120 degrees. The probe will be
the non-tilt corrected type with the circular field-of-view
expanded to 140 degrees. The probe will provide pitch, roll and
yaw scanning and slant range focus. The single 140 degree circular
field will be divided, by a single beamsplitter, to . provide each
of the three television cameras with an equal portion of the input
field of view.
The probe characteristics are described in the following
paragraphs.
Optical Characteristics
(1) Field-Of-View - The input field-of-view will be 140
degrees circular and will be unobstructed and un-
vignetted.
(2) Entrance Pupil Diameter - Diameter will be 1.0
+0.05 mm.
k 3) Entrance Pupil-to-Modelboard Distance - 6.2 mm
altitude at zero degrees pitch with a prism to
modelboard clearance of 2.0 mm.
(4) Slant Range Focus - 20 mm (or 32 feet at 500:1
scale) to infinity.
(5) Relay Optics - Compatible with 17.1 mm sensor
diagonal or approximately 88 overscan of a 15.9 mm
standard sensor diagonal.
(6) Relative Aperature - Approximately f/13.
*(7) Resolution (MTF) - 5 Arc Min/OLP at 508 relative
amplitude on axis and 10 Arc Min/OLP at 508 over
+ 35 degrees. Limiting resolution will be better
than 7 Arc Min/OLP at 10% over + 70 degrees.
(8) Contrast Ratio - 15:1
(9) Transmission - 45% for the basic optical probe and
478 for the multi-sensor beausplitter to provide
a total transmission of 21%.
*	 (MTF) refers to Modulation Transfer. Function
(OLP) refers to Optical Line Pairs
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PhXsical Characteristics
(1) Size - The.probe head diameter will not be greater
than 1.5 inches measured along the pitch axis.
i Configuration of the probe head will be consistant
with the outlines profile shown in Figure 13 of the
Farrand probe report ER-580 included in Section V.
(2) Scan System - The scan system will have continuous
roll and yaw and a pitch range of +30 and -60
degrees.
(3) Visibility Limit - Up visibility of the probe will
be limited to +15 degrees to insure that the sensors
do not see the model lights.
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2.3.5	 Probe Protection
Probe protection is acoanplished by using a canputer modeling approach.
The system design ses a smallgn	 computer system designed to provide the needed
protection while intruding very little on desired simdilator operating
characteristics. The caquter memory can store the m axJ= on elevations of a
great many partitions. In fact, two to five hundred thousand partition
elevations may be reasonably stored in memory. This would permdt snapping
dawn to grid spacing in the neighborhood of one-half to one inch. Close
spacfnc can be used in areas of high relief and looser spacizsd can be used
in r-?atively flat areas. In addition the model can be built with dual
scaling to provide one area suitable for nap of the earth flight and a
larger area suitable for m=e extended operations.
A system can be designed following this approach which would give
full protection in normal operation and foreseeable ah=nal operations or
gantry drive hardware failure.
The conceptual design is shown in block diagram form in Figure 2.3.5-1.
The gantry drive subsystem would provide translational position and rate
information to tkm probe protect subsystem. This would be provided in parallel
analog form by scaling and buffering the gantry servo linear position and
rate feedback elerents. The signals wmald then be multiplcxed and eonvertcd
from analog to digital form. The CPU would then use this current position and
velocity data to predict the probe flight path for th next few tenths of a
second. The CPU would compam this extrapolated flight path with a finely
quantized elevation map of the terrain model to determine if any interference
could occur. The program would •. Ae into account the various uncertainties
of rmsura=nt, quantization effects, serve failure effects, and terrain board
stability to give worst case protection. She computer mrmnory is :shown divided.
between progran and data. This was done to highlight the relative storage
requirements. The program would require at most a few thousand (16 bit)
words of rw.nry, certainly . IOL mare than 8K. 'lhe data =M, however, to
map the terrain adequately ii-. terms of resolution should store at least five
hundred thousand (8 bit) bytes. This is based on storage of the elevation of
each square in the grid in a single byte. This is desirable to keep the
data mcr:ery size within reasonable bounds. Bulk core in 256K Byte modules
is considered the best current compromise for the data m>eQOry. Disks or drums,
although mach larger and less expensive per bit, rust be ruled out as having grossly
20
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inadequate random access response times. OMs and bubbles are also curxently
too slow and not available in large modules easily interfaced to existing
miniomputexs. Depending on the time frame of hardware selection, there is a
small chance that one of these technologies might prove useable for the data
memory.
The CPU would upon discovery of an incipient crash, set a discrete
control line to activate the trigger release for the retract mechanism.
Reasonable steps should be taken to fail-safe the protect subsystem itself
for the most likely failures. The ceaputer could integrate the rate signals
each frame and c araare them to increments of position inputs to detect most
failures of the gantry transducers and associated electronics. Also two trigger
lines driven by different parts of the program with coding appropriate
for use with a fail-safe watchdog timer would protect against foreseeable cmpub=
failures. Some small auxiliary storage would be required to reload either
program or data memory in the event of co inter hardware failure. A terminal
and perhaps a printer would be required for program development, terrain data
editing, subsystem testing and troubleshooting. An overview of the basic
program structure, without embellishments such as fail-safing, is given in
flowchart form in Figure 2.3.5-2. A perfoznance analysis was performed and
is included in Section 4.3. 71hi.s analysis was done to . assure adequate worst
case perfon yance by providing design information on tradeoffs of computer progrm
frametime, trigger release time, - ani maximum terrain gradient against minimum
terrain clearance allowable before retract. Assumed system design parameters
and the effect of scaling are given in Table 4.3-1.
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READ INPUTS
CONVERT UNITS
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CALC tan y &
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PRINT RESULTS
INCREMENT DELAY
TIME ITD BY ITDEL
INCREMENT TERRAIN
ANGLE IETAD BY ITDE
Figure 2.3.5-2
Probe Protection - Basic Program Structure Flowchart;
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E
Raster Height
14.2 Dpi
Raster Di.ag.
17.1 MM
Tube Diart're-ter
25 *1
Normally Masked Area
2 3 6	 TV Camera
Each color camera will view a segment of the wide angle
image picked up by the optical probe. The image is converted to
three parallel channels of red, green and blue (RGB) video. Color
separation is accomplishes? with beam splitting dicroics and relay
optics contained in the camera head.
Camera Performance
(1) Raster Scan - The camera will be capable of operating
at a line rate of 1023 line/frame to 1225 lines/frame,
30 frames/second at 2:1 interlace. The camera
tube assemblies will be oriented such that the scan
lines are perpendicular to the horizon in level flight.
(2) Aspect Ratio - The rater height nominally will be
•	 approximately 1.5 times the raster width and will be
adjustable to provide a 1:1 aspect ratio.
(3) Camera Tube and format - The camera tube will be a
25 mm Chalnicon which has a specified format of
9.5 X 12.7 X 15.9 mm. The diagonal will be expanded
to have the format shown below.
Rasterwidth	 N,---- Line Scan Orientation
9.5 bbl
(4) Resolution - Limiting center resolution will be
800 TV lines/display width and 1200 TV lines/display
height when operating.at the nominal line rate of
1023 lines/frame.
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(5) Video Response - Bandwidth of the video amplifiers will
be 27 MHz ± 1DB with a signal to noise ratio of 40 DB
peak signal to RMS noise.
(6) Grey Scale - 10 shades will be discernible
(7) Shading - less than 10%
(8) Video Outputs - One non-composite output for each
color channel of 1.0 VPP into 75 ohms, with each
output level being adjustable.
(9) Sync Generation - A single multi-line rate sync generator
will generate H drive, V drive, mixed sync and mixed
blanking in accordance with EIA specification RS-343.
Each output of the sync generator will be applied to
a pulse distribution amplifier (PDA) and each camera
will be provided with isolated sync outputs from the
PDA.
(10) Color Registration and Raster Shaping - Color
registration will be accomplished by applying indepen-
dant sweep correction signals to the linear sweep
circuits of each color channel. In addition, raster
correction signal adjustment will be provided in each
camera, and will have sufficient range to correct for
the Fe mapping distortion introduced by the optical
probe. Typical adjustment ranges, expressed as a
percentage of picture width relative to a linear
raster, are as follows:
Size ± 5%
Position ± 5%
Linearity ± 5%
Linearity Offset ± 20%
Pincushion/Barrel ± 5%
Pincushion/Barrel + 10%Offset
Curvature ± 2%
Curvature Offset + 2%
Keystone ± 2%
Orthogonality ± 2%
nsn ± 2%
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(11) Registration Accuracy - Registration of the three
color channels will be within 0.1% over the picture
width. Long term stability after warmup will be
0.18 with a goal of 0.058.
(12) Color Separation Optics - The dichroic beamsplittern
and relay optics will be contained within the camera
head. Efficiency and stability of the optical
components will be a critical design requirement.
A design goal for transmission of white light through
the beamsplitting optics will be 408.
(13) Physical Camera Size - The size of each camera head
will be 5.25 x 8 x 15 inches. The camera control
unit and raster correction control panel will mount
in a standard 19 inch equipment rack.
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2.3.7	 Model Illumination
The model illumination to be provided will be
consistent with the probe transmission of 21% and camera tube
sensitivity of 0.25 lm/ft 2 after color separation. With an
average model reflectance of 50% the model illumination required
is 1375 lm/ft2.
Model Lamps
A total of 96 lamps will be placed in a 6 x 16 matrix
with equal spacing between the lamps. The lamp assemblies will
be located 20 feet from the model surface, and each assembly
will contain a 2000 watt 750 hour tungsten-Halogen lamp. The
reflector assembly will have a 40 degree beamwidth at 50% light
intensity, and a center illumination of 125 lm/ft 2 . The total
illumination provided by the lamp bank will be 1380 lm/ft 2 for
the 24 x 64 foot modelboard.
Probe 'ill Lighting
Fill lighting will be accomplished with four 2000 hour
75 watt tungsten -halogen lamps. At specified wattage they will
provide a total light output of 6400 lumens at a color temperature
of 30 00 0K. Lamp voltage will be adjustable such that light
output can be varied between 4800 and 11,000 lumens with a color
temperature of 28000K to 32000K respectively.
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2.3.8	 Gantry and Probe Servos
Gantry Servos
The gantry servos position the optical scanning probe over
the terrain model in a rectilinear coordinate system. The servos and
the corresponding motions are identified successively in order X r Y., and ZM
proceeding from the fixed floor axis to the optical probe.
The inputs to each X, Y, or Z servos is a continuous
sin%osine voltage command from the computer. High quality rate cammnds
are also provided for velocity feed-forward connections. The output of the
X-servo is the relative notion along the X-axis between the X-carriage and
the fixed floor structure. The output of the Y-servo is the relative motion
along the Y-axis between the Y-carriage and the X-carriage. The output
of the Z-servo is the relative motion along the Z-axis between the Z--carriage
and the Y-carriage. Each gantry servo will be capable of achieving
• simultaneously aircraft maxim= velocity and maximin acceleration shown in
Table 2.2-2 ratioed by the terrain model scale of 250:1. the design of
each gantry servo trill incorporate electronics such that these maxi.muir, can
not be exceeded. This provision is required so that the probe protection
system (paragraph 2.3.5) does not rave to contend with excessive pr-ol.xa
translational motions. The ability to hold the nxod un acceleration up to
the maxirm n velocity is necessary so that the system does not transverse
too much terrain in obtaining initial simmlation velocity Conditions.
Zhe basic closed loop system for the gantry servos is shown •► in figure 2.3.8--1.
The servo consists of two alternate position loop closures. A sine/cosine
position closure is used in the computer mode of oprraUan for increased
accuracy performance. A standartl linear multiturn feedback potentioaP-ter
clo::ure is used in the local control mode of operation. Initial gantry
positioning, at the begining of a simulation run,is performed in the computer
mode by comtianding the eamputer to apply zero input to the sine/cosine potentiometer
a,-id driving the system,  with the rate command. When; the gantry is near the
desired position (monitoring the linear multiturn potentiometer) the correct
sin%osir a commands are applied and the velocity eomywO removed.
A single electric torque motor on each ,L.x.is is capablo
of providing the required gantry power. Each motor is sized for twice the
required velocity and twice the torque required to accelerate the gantry at
its maximzan and to overcome friction. Tho parer amplifier driving the torque
28
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tmotor is then current limited to a torque which is needed to overcome friction
and produce the maxitmam required acceleration.
TIm gantry velocity will be limited to the mwdvu m required
velocity. This velocity clamp is achieved by clamping the voltage out of
the anplifer summing the output of the integrator and the oo WAer velocity
command (see Figure 2. 3.8-1) . . Utm the output of this amplifier becomes
clanged the system becomes a velocity servo with a fixed input. The value
of the clamped voltage is set by selected zener diodes.
1. Output operating envelope.
i
a. Displacement:
•	 b. Maximnn velocity:
c. Maxirm;m acceleration:
60 feet (XM-servo)
23 feet (Yluj-Ser o)
4 feet (N-servo)
20 in,/sea N 6 YM -servo)
2.4 in/sec N -servo)
4.6 in/sec 2  (all servos)
0.015 inches (all servos)
0.005 inches (all servos)
1000:1
The actual servo position
error for step velocity inpL
will be equal to or less the
the position error of an
ideal system with a transfer
function of a 0.7 danx:d
12.5 rad/sec second order
lag and 18 rad/sec first orC
lead.
* 2. Static performance.
a. Static accuracy
b. Reapeatability
3. Dynamic performance.
a. Dynamic range
b. Tracking error
* Measured position accuracy of Northrop owned Farrand Optical Probe.
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Probe Serw,s'
(	 The type of probe to be used in this application is
described in Section 2.3.4. The probe contains four servos. 1 hree of these
servos provide line-of-sight image rotations in pitch RW , roil (V
and yaw (,y,) . The fourth serve provides image fc+cus (F,i .
.he focus servo will be capable of dynamically focussing
the image along the line-of-sight to within the specifications of paragraph
4.5.2 for any slant range down to 20 ma. This focussing ability will be
achievable for the slant range changes caused by the combined motion of the pzo!m
pitch and yaw servos along with the below listed probe vertical motions.
Altitude	 Vertical	 VerticalVelocityleratCUt
(MR)	 (cmVBW)	 (mR3 	 )
16.0	 0	 64.4
16.4	 7
17.5	 14
19.4	 21
22.0
	 28
25.4	 35
29.6	 42
34.5	 48	 64.4
40.0 (above)	 50	 0
The probe rranufacturer in earlier probe designs has put
the design emphasis on repeatability of the line-of-sight and not on absolute
position accuracy. Zhe probe selected for this a^licatiorLwW. have improved
position accuracy performance, however, at this time the mwgdtude of the
improvement is not known. The Northrop owned Farrand probe position accuracy
has been treasured and is included herein For specification conpleteness.
The inputs to the 0M and ^.. servos are continuous sine/cosine
voltage commands from the computer. A high quality rate cotmmnd will
also be provided for velocity feed-forward connections. Inputs to the O M and
FM servos are each a single eonputer command which is proportional to the
combined position and rate ccrm mds. The output of the O M-servo is the relative
angular notion between the pitch optical element support shaft and the adjacent
4oM supporting structure. The output of the 4, servo is the relative angular
motion between the center hub of the _,M axis and the adjacent fixed support
structure. The output of the OM-servo is
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Ii
the relative angular notion bebween the loll optical element support and the
i
i	 adjacent fixed support structure. It should be noted that the roll optical
element has an optical roll gain such that one rotation of the element
yields taco image rotations.
1. aatput operating ermlope•
a. Displacements 	 cmti::cr w om 6 servos)
+30 degrees, -60 degrees (G^rservo)
r
b. Peak no-load velocity:	 2 rad/sec (AM-servo)
9 rad/sec (IM-servo)
7 rad/sec (4-serw)
C. stall aace].eratior,:	 3.5 rad/sec2^ 	 (Opreervo)
25 rad/sec2 (#W mw)
20 rad/se c2 (4W-servo)
2. Static performasoe.
a. Static accuracy:
b. Repeatability:
0.53 degrees (9M serer,)
0.27 degrees (jYg-om w)
0.43 degrees NU-servo)
0.1 degrees (all servos)
c. Time response:
1000 to 1
The actual • cezw phase
characteristics at any
freq% :as cy shall Latch
within 10% that of an ideal
0.7 danped 25 rad/sec
second- ,order system over
a frequency band of 0 to 3 cps.
7he actual servo tike response
at any time shall maLch that of
an ideal 0 . 7 danped 25 rad/sec
se= d-order system within
10% of the step amplitude.
3. Dynamic performance (all servos).
a. Dynamic range:
b. FYeguency response:
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2.4	 Peripheral Image Generation Subsystem
2.4.1 Gen_erraal_
Images for the two peripheral displays are
generated by a modified off-the-shelf raster graphics system,
designed for low cost trainer applications. The system generates
patterns that provide attitude and motion cues in the pilots
peripheral vision. This system is capable of generating color
presentations for multiple displays.
2.4.2	 Raster Graphics
The raster graphics system output is capable of
generating a six degree of freedom synthetic terrain pattern
simultaneously with a runway or target presentation. Outputs
are provided for up to three dis;lays with variable visibility
capability for all displays.
The performance characteristics of an off-the-
shelf design, such as the type produced by Operational Displays
of Tector Ltd, are listed below.
Ground Speed	 - 0 to preset maximum (Mach 2 max.)
Heading	 - Continuous
Roll	 - Continuous
Pitch	 - ; 75 degrees
Altitude	 - 0 - 1500 feet for visible terrain
Travel	 - Unlimited X and Y
Terrain	 - Regular array of three tone
patterns in color
Cloud Base	 - Variable from 0 - 1500 feet
Visibility
	
- Variable 0.1 mile to infinity
Runway/Target	
- Internal up to 25 miles from origin
Position Stare
Runway/Target- Runway variable up to 1000 x 10,000Size
feet; target variable from 0 to
100 feet
Scan System	 - 1023 line,	 30 frames, 2;1 inter-
lace
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The recommended raster graphics system con-
figuration is one which provides an output capability for three
displays. The synthetic terrain information will normally be
'displayed by the peripheral projectors when the full display
capability of the simulator is required. For selected tasks
such as target tracking, weapon delivery, landing, and takeoff
the three central projectors can be provided with•computer
generated information from the three outputs of the raster
graphics.
2.4.3
	
Interface
Simulation Computer Interface
The raster graphics system is capable of accepting
D.C. voltages, synchro signals, digital data or a mixture of
these signals as driving input commands. Generally the
simulation computer outputs are available in D.C. form, therefore,
the D.C. voltage option is recommended.
Video Interface
The raster graphics system is capable of generating
RGB video at scan rates up to 1023 lines/frame, 30 frames/second
at 2:1 interface. The scan rate is primarily dependent on the
sync generator option specified. The two interface requirements
are first that the display system sync generator can be locked
to the raster graphics sync generator, and secondly that the
display is capable of accepting RGB video. The display system
design satisfies both of these requirements.
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2.5	 PRDJ=ON SCRF.IN
2.5.1
the following paragraphs describe the spherical projection scan
for the visual display system. The re.-- tr r ended projection sphere is the
type produced by Spitz Space Systems, Inc. 7he weight and inertia
characteristics of the sphere are as follows:
	
MIGIT	 !	 ILIA, ABOUT THE SPSME CENTER
	
(pounds)	 (slug - ft2)
	'pitch	 boll	 'yaw
	
1400	 t	 2560	 2560	 2900
The projection screen, shown on drawing PD100, is a 20-foot I.D.
(20.5 foot O.D. max.) sphere with a truncated mounting base (280 0 elevation
360° horizontal) which is adaptable to being supported from beneath by a
E	 platfom type support structure. The truncated base will be designed to
provide adequate rigidity to maintain a steady viewing surface and to achieve
stability in operating the motion. system servos.
An existing Spitz projection screen design, shown on drawing PD200,
could be adapted to meet the requiremnts of the proposed vistud display
system.
2.5.2	 Screen Construction
The sphere consists of an outer frame of arcuate aluminum rectangular
members spaced 20° in the plan and approximately 20° in the elevation
dividing the total spherical area into 112 bays. The projection surface is
attached directly to the inner frame surface. The frame contains total
structural integrity and does not rely on the sheath (projection surface)
to maintain its shape. Zhe arcuate frame members are rectangular aluminum
tubes (1 1/4 X 1 3/4 X 3/32 inch) arced to 120 inch inside radius, so
that the 1 1/4 inch dimension becoms the width and the 1 3/4 inch dimension
becorn?s the depth. All gore and circumferential members have the same cross
section.
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Zhe inner panel sheath iQ 0.040 aluminwn sheet stretch formed to
a 120 inch radius. The panels are cut undersized producing a gapped area
between all edges upon attaching to the frame. Countersunk blind rivets,
recessed approximately 20 mils below the surface on 3.0 to 4.0 inch
spacing, are used to attach the sheaths. A two-part polyester filler is
applied to fillet the panel gaps and rivet head recesses. After curing, the
filler is sanded flush to the panel surface producing a continuous surface
.
 panel to panel.
An entry door (approximately 36.0 inches wide X 78.0 inches 'high)
is located in the rear left quarter of the spherical screen. The door is
a side swinging (hinged) type opening outward. When the door is closed
and latched, the inner surface will be smooth and well matched to the surrounding
screen. The aft section of the screen (approximately 140.0 inch wide X
160.0 inch high) is removable for equipment installation and removal.
2.5.3	 Screen Finish
The display surface panels uill be cleaned, etched, and irridited
for priming before erection. The inner screen surface finish coat will be
flat white (IM Nextel) with a irdnim= reflectance for "white light" of 90%.
111 areas of the screen where images cannot be displayed will be painted
with a low reflectance flat black paint. The exterior finish Faint is optional.
C
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2.6	 Detailed and Peripheral Display Subsystem
2.6.1
	
General
The general arrangement of the Detailed and
Peripheral Display Subsystem is shown on drawing Pd-100 and in
Figure 2.2 - 3. The detailed display, comprised of three color
projectors, presents the pilot(s) with a wide-angle (120° -
horizontal x 60° - vertical) detailed terrain scene generated
by the terrain model. The peripheral display, comprised of two
identical color projectors, extends the detailed display horizontal
field-of-view to 200 0 with imagery generated by the computer
raster graphics image generation system.
2.6.2	 TV_Projector Roll and Yaw System
The TV Projector Roll and Yaw System shown on
drawing PD-500, provides support, alignment and rotation capability
for the five TV projectors. The yaw and roll structures rotate the
projected scene about the sphere center to preclude introducing
changes in the projection geometry which would result in the individual
displays being mosaicked incorrectly.
Aircraft roll is accomplished by combining
the servo controlled probe and projector roll to increase the
vertical field-of-view fer the low altitude roll maneuvers by rotating
the field-of-view window.
The projectors will be gear driven by an electric
motor and locked at discrete yaw positions (up to +40° maximum)
consistent with specific simulation tasks. The imagery within
the total field-of-view window will be switched from display
to display as required to be consistent with the pilot's line-
of-sight.
Projector Yaw
The projector yaw structure is a tapered lightweight
aluminum weldment weighing approximately 620 pounds. The
i
	 structure is supported from the cockpit support pedestal on
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angular contact bearings designed to rotate the projectors about
the vertical screen center. The upper yaw structure is designed
to support the projector platform and roll structure pivot on
the longitudinal sphere center.
Projector Roll
The projector roll structure is a tapered lightweight
aluminum weldment, weighing approximately 320 pounds. The structure
is supported on angular contact bearings at the roll pivot
of the yaw structure. The roll mechanism is servo ::riven through
a 40:1 gearing system (10:1 planetary gearhead followed by 4:1
spur gearing) by a WSI hydraulic motor to +50 0 (+45° useable).
A potentiometer and tachometer are gear driven to provide high
quality position and velocity feedba g: signals to the servo
control system.
Two sets of limit switches are located at the travel
extremes. Contact with the first set smoothly returns the roll
system to the initial start position by means of a reset voltage
command at the normal input to the servo system. The=reset will
not shut down hydraulic power to the servos. Travel past the first
set of switches activates a second set of limit switches which
abruptly shuts down hydraulic power to the servos and removes
the drive signal to the servo control valve. Controlled deceleration
at the travel limit is provided by external snubbers to limit the
force of deceleration which may occur due to inadvertent overtrave'l.
The travel stop design considers the kinetic energy produced by
the maximum velocity at the instant contact is made with the stop.
The weight of the projectors is approximately 1200
pounds (240 pounds each).
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2.6.3	 Projector lmll Servo
The projection roll servo precisely controls the motion
about the roll axis in a manner to correctly roll the projected image about
the pilots eye.
The input to this servo is single computer command which is proportional
to the combined angular position and angular rate commnd. 	 The output of the
projection roll servo is the relative rotation between the yaw support structure
and the roll support structure.	 Hydraulic drive is suggested for this servo.
1.	 Output operating envelope.
a.	 Displacement: + 45 degrees
b.	 Peak no-load velocity: + 2.9 raWsec
c.	 Stall acceleration: + 5.8 rad/sec2
2.	 Static Performance.
a.	 Static accuracy: 0.2 degrees
b.	 Pepeatibility: 0.08 degrees
c. Time response:
1000 to 1
line actual servo phase
characteristics at any
frequency shall match
within 10 11- that of an
ideal 0.7 danped 25 rad/sec
seoond-order system over
a frequency band of 0•to 3 cps.
Zhe actual servo time response
at any tim; shall match that
of anidea 1 0.7 damped
25 rad/sec second-order
system within 10% of the
step amplitude.
3. Dyna•nic performance.
a. Dynanuc range:
b. Frequency response:
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2.6.4	 Detailed and Peripheral TV Projectors
Five (5) identical projectors are used to provide
the viewer with a 200 0
 continuous display. Each projector displays
a nominal 40 degree wide by 60 degree high segment of the total
display field-of-view. A CRT/lens triad is converged at the
screen to produce a high brightness color display.
Projector Head
The projector contains a projection lenc, 6 inch
diameter CRT assembly and video amplifier electronics, for
each color channel. The CRT assembly is comprised of the CRT,
CRT cooling manifold, deflection coils, and focus coils. The
assembly is adjustable to provide tilt-focus correction for
off axis projection. All other electronics not required to
be near the CRT will be located remotely.
Deflection Amplifier Electronics
The deflection amplifiers will be located within
the sphere and as close to the heads as practable. This is
required to minimize lead inductance ensuring minit►ium.retrace time.
High voltage linear deflection amplifiers are also required to insure
minimum retrace time. In addition, the unit will contain video controls
and raster shaping controls. This control capability pernits final
registration to be performed within the sphere area.
Projector Electronics
The projector electronics equipment racks are located
remotely from the sphere. These racks house the sweep chassis
raster correction circuitry, and low voltage and high voltage
power supplies. This equipment can be located up to 150 feet from
the sphere electronics.
Video System Performance
(1) Scan Format - The projectors are designed to
operate at any line rate between 525 and 1225 lines/frame, 2:1
interlace, and at any frame rate between 15 and 30 frames/second.
(2) Sync Input - Horizontal and vertical drive
pulses with an amplitude of -3 to -5 volts.
(3) Video Amplifiers - The video amplifiers for each
color channel will have a bandwidth of 27 MHz ± 1DB. Provisions 	 I
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fr	 will be made to optimize video bandwidth by inserting fast roll-off
filters in the blue and red channels, and a delay line in the green
channel. The amplifiers will be capable of providing full output to
.the CRT cathode with a video input of 0.5 VPP. -
(4) Projection CRT's - The three (3) CRT's (one for
each color channel) are,6 inch diameter tubes with a usable
diameter of 5.3 inches. Faceplate flatness is maintained within
0.004 inches to be compatible with wide angle low f/number refractive
optics. The CRT uses electromagnetic deflection and focus, and is
capable of producing a line width of 0.003 to 0.00 . 4 inches depending
on the drive requirements.
(5) CRT Electrical Focus - Electromagnetic focus is
used to focus the CRT beam. A static focus regulator and
dynamic focus modulator will be provided to insure optimum
focus over the entire raster.
(6) CRT Cooling - CRT faceplate and phosphor-cooling is
provided to increase tube life and luminous efficiency. Uniform
cooling will be provided with filtered and dried high pressure air.
(8) D.C. Restoration - Black level is controlled by a
balanced key clamp which is keyed to the horizontal drive pulses.
(9) Phosphor Protection - Sweep, and power supply failure
sensing is provided which will cut off the CRT beam and high voltage
in the event of failure. In addition, a slow start circuit applies
the high voltage gradually at turn on.
(10) Personnel Safety - Interlock switches interrupt the
high voltage if any access door in the projector head is opened.
Lead shielding is provided to limit X-Ray radiation to a safe level.
(11) Raster Shaping - Linear deflection amplifiers are
provided to permit shaping of the CRT Raster. Raster shaping
 is
required to provide accurate matching of each image segment and
registration of each color channel. The corrections, correction
adjustment range, and registration accuracy requirements are
the same as for the TV camera described in paragraph 2.3.6.
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2.6.5	 Projection Optics
The projection lens design is a compromise between
physical size and optical performance. The optical design
is optimized to provide higher contrast at spatial frequencies
consistent with those encountered in television systems.
The optical design discussed in section 5.2 is for an f/1.0
lens providing optimum size and performance.	 Characteristics
of this lens design are listed below:
Magnification Ratio: 29.8x
Projection Angle + 31.50 (120" radius
spherical screen)
Object Size: 5.3 Inch diameter
Track Length: 170.2 Object to
image distance
Back Focal Distance: 4.726"
Front Vertex to Object 150.0"
Distance:
Focal Length: 5.16"
f/# at Infinity: 1.0
Color Correction: Photopic
Distortion: 2% (Barrel at screen)
Resolution: 4 C/K%1 @ 50%
Relative Illumination: 30% at 31.50
Transmission: 80% nominal
Coating: Magnesium Fluoride
Physical:
Diameter:	 10.5 inches
Length:	 16.75 inches
Weight:	 77 lbs.
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The f/1.2 lens discussed in paragraph 4.4.3 provides
essentially the same optical performance as the lens previously
described, however, the higher f/no. results in lower screen
brightness. Physical characteristics of this lens are as follows:
Diameter:	 8.5 inches
Length:	 12.9 inches
Weight:
	
40 pounds
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2.6.6 Variable Visibility Generation
Generation of variable visibility conditions will
be accomplished with special effects video equipment. A modified
off-the-shelf design will be used to provide each of the three
detailed displays with variable visibility effects. This is
accomplished by processing video from each camera and providing
the display with the modified video. The following are the
special effects simulated:
(1) Cloud Top
Simulation of flying above clouds, below clouds, and in
clouds (zero visibility) will be provided. Roll capability
during cloud top simulation will be +30 degrees.
(2) Variable visibility
Visibility will be variable from 0 to 100% by introducing
a haze signal into the video. Variation in visibility with range
is achieved by varying the haze intensity from the bottom to the
top of the scene.
(3) Day—Dusk—Night
Simulation of day-dusk-night operation will be accomplished
with video and will be independent of model illuir.ination. Change
from day to night operation will be simulated by changing the
brightness and contrast of the display video.
(4) Selective Lighting Intensification
During dusk and night operation simulation of selective
lighting, such as beacons and stagefield lights, will be provided
by video intensification. This requires that the discrete lights
on the modelboard have a higher intensity than that of the general
lighting.
(5) Helicopter Landing/Search Lights
Simulating landing lights during dusk or night flight is
accomplished by high lighting the video signal in a pattern
a
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representing the light beam. The video intensity will be variable
as a function of altitude.
Control of the special effects video system will be from
a local control panel or the simulation computer. Signal inputs
required to vary the video as a function of aircraft motions
will be ± 10 VDC with sin and cos required for roll. Logic
signals required to initiate changes in the scene will be 0 and
+5 VDC.
The video special effects system will operate at scanning
standards compatible with the camera and display system (1023
line, 60 fields, 2.1 interlace). Frequency response of the system
will be 27 MHz ± 1 DB with a signal to noise ratio of at least
52 DB.
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2.6.7	 Head Slased Yaw
A head slaved area-of-interest (A01) system will
track the pilots head motion in azimuth and displace the detailed
display window ± 40 degrees. This provides the pilot with the
capability of viewing detailed information to ± 100 degrees.
To accomplish this, azimuth head position is sensed, and a
discrete signal is generated at approximately ± 40 degrees of
head displacement. At this time probe roll and heading are
slowed at maximum velocity one field-of-view width of 40 degrees,
and simultaneously the video to each individual display is
switched left or right one display. Slew rate of the roll and
heading servos will be matched, and displacement of the image
will be accomplished in less than 200 ms or 6 frames of video.
This capability has been demonstrated with an existing probe
design.
Hatching of the maximum velocity of heading and
roll servos will be accomplished in the simulation computer. The
probe drives must decouple roll from pitch and heading during
normal simulator operation. Ar, additional computation will be
made to decouple. roll from heading (yaw) as iwiction of heading
position.
The probe heading and display video switching
commands will be initiated concurrently. At this time the probe
will be slewed accurately one display width (40 degrees) and all
display video will be switched left er right one display.
Information normally displayed in the Quter detailed display is
now displayed in the peripheral display. The detailed display
information is now displayed from 20 degrees to 100 degrees
when the pilot's line-of-sight (LOS) exceeds a displa^.ement of
± 40 degrees. Hysteresis will be provided to preclude unwanted
switching when the pilot's LOS is at the switch point. Hysteresis
will be typically 10 degrees. This will return the display to
center when the pilot's LOS is 30 degrees. Both the switch
point and hysteresis will be adjustable.
Video switching will be accomplished electronically
through wide band switching amplifiers included in the test monitor
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and video interface section (refer to paragraph 2.8.3). The
switching arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 2.6.7-1.
Head position sensing will be provided by the
position sensing section of a GFE Helmet mounted sight. This
unit will measure the angular position of the pilot's head with
respect to the X Y Z axes of the cockpit. The output will be
processed to provide a discrete command initiating probe clew-
ing and video switching.
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2.7	 Sky/Horizon Projector Subsystem
2.7.1	 General
The Sky/Horizon (S/H) Projector, sham on drawing
PD-800 and in Figure 6.2.1-1, will be used primarily for higher alitude
flight. The S/H projector presents a full-screen display giving the pilot(s)
an attitude reference as well as a representation of a horizon on a featureless
blue sky with clouds. The S/H projector utilizes a point light source - colored
transparency projector technique.
The S/H projector, located above and behind the screen
center to allow approximately 110 0 nwinnrn up vision, is mounted in a 3- ►xis
gimbal support structure which allows the scene to be rotated in roll, pitch,
and yaw to simulate the required aircraft attitude.
All axes of the S/H projector are to be aligned to
within + 1/4 degrees. Precision high quality gearing is required to insure
smooth operation.
The S/H projector lamp is mechanically counter-rotated
with respect to the roll-axis to avoid image distortions associated with
rolling the lamp and transparency as a unit. The position of the point Tigit
source within the transparency must maintain the same 3-dimensional gwaatric
relationship with respect to the center of the projector horizon plane as does,
the position of the S/H projector within the spherical display screen with
respect to the sphere center. Since the transparency is rotated in pitch and
yaw about the lamp, further corrections are not required.
The S/H projector rotations are as folla.;s:
Pitch - + 750 (+ 70° usable)
Poll - + 180°
Yaw - continuous
The weight of the S/H projector asseably is approximately
15 pounds.
2.7.2	 S/H Projector Gimbals
The S/H Projector Gimbals are designed to support
and rotate the hemispherical sky/horizon transparency about the lamp to simulate
aircraft roll, pitch, and yaw attitude.
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The larp is fixed with respect to pitch and yaw rotation (hemisphere rotates
about the lamp), and is de-rotated in roll by a sprocket and chain drive system
from the roll axis.
Mechanical lockouts, travel stops, and limit switches
are incorporated in the roll and pitch systems. Potentiometers and tachometers
are gear driven from each system (roll, pitch and yaw) to provide linear shaft
angle and velocity feedback inputs to the servo controllers.
Ib11
The S/H projector is supported and directly driven on
the roll axis by a do torque motor. The roll axis shaft supports the projector
pitch. and yaw gimbals, and the lamp support and de-roll mechanism, which are
in turn supported from the main projector support structure. The roll structure
is a rigid cradle-like aluminum weldment which supports the pitch axis and drive
system.
Pitch
The roll structure, as described above, interfjecs with
the pitch axis pivots and provides support for the pitch axis do torque
rotor/tachometer drive package and potentiometer. The projector yaw drive
and support structure is gear driven in pitch by a motor mounted pinion driving
a gear sector attached to the yaw structure. A similar sector drives the
feedback potentiometer.
Yaw
The transparency and yaw drive gear are nounted to the
outer race of a large diameter radial contact bearing. The inner race immmts
to a hollow circular aluminurm plate supported from the pitch axis pivots.
The plate supports a do torque motor, tachometer, and potentiometer which are
geared to the large diameter yaw drive gear.
2.7.3	 Transparency and Light Source
The Transparency and Light Source are the primary
conponents of the sky horizon projection system. Images are formed and rotated
on the projection screen surface by rotating the transparent hemisphere about
the light source.
Trans
The sky/horizon transparency is vacuum formed from a
clear sheet of Plex-55 (.25 inch thick) to a 12-inch diameter hemisphere. The
transparency is decorated by applying a blue acrylic hot dip dye to the inner
surface.
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Licht source
Zhe sky/horizon projector light source will be a dimmable
miniature tungsten - halogen lane. The light flux output will bu 2100 lumens,
and the screen brightness will be approximtely 0.5 Foot Lis, depending
on the transmission characteristics of the sky/horizon transparency.
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2.7.4 Sky-Horizon Projector Serves
The (3) three gimbal servos of the sky-horizon projector precisely
controls the motions of the individual gimbals in a manner to orient and
dynamically project the sky-horizon scene onto the spherical screen.
Deroll of the light is accomplished by a mechanical coupling to the
roll gimbal.
The inputs to the yaw ({S) servo is a continuous sine-cosine voltage
eoamand from the computer. A high quality rate command will also be
provided. Inputs to the roll ( .1s) and the pitch (s) serves are each a
single computes command which is proportional to the combined angular position
and the angular rate aommnds. The output of the %^s servo is the relative
rotation, about the ^ s axis, between the main support of the ^+S ginhal and
the adjacent supporting structure of the As-gimbal. The 9 5 servo out7nit
is the relative rotation, about the 9S axis, between the main support shaft
of the A^-gimbal and the adjacent support stricture of the Os-gimbal.
The output of the Os-servo is the relative rotation, about the Os-axis,
between the :main support shaft of the os gimbal and the fixed adjacent
support structure.
f. Peak no-load velocity:
g. Stall acceleration:
+ 1.80 degrees (&-servo)
+ 70 degrees (0 5 .::ccuvo)
Continuous	 (4, -servo)J
7.4 rad/sec (Os-servo)
2.0 rad/sec (% _ervo)
6.0 rad/sec (us servo)
28 rad/sec2 (Os servo)
18 rad/sec2 (9^,-sexvo)J
9.3 rad/sec2 (s-servo)
1. output operating envelope.
a. Displacer,ent:
2. Static performance.
a. Static accuracy:	 0.5 degrees (all servos)
b. Repeatability	 0.2 degrees (all servos)
3. Dynamic performance (all servos)
a. Dynamic range:	 t000 to 1
52
b. Frequency response: 7he actual sem phase
characteristics at any
frequency shall match
within 10% that of an
ideal o.7 caned 25 rad/sec
second-order system over a
frequency band of 0 to 3 cps.
c. Time response:	 The actual servo time response
at any time shall match that
of an ideal 0.7 damped
25 rad,/sec second-order system
within 10% of the step
amplitude.
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2.8
	
Test, Monitor and Control Subsystem
2.8.1
	
General
The test, monitor and control subsystem will
provide simulator maintenance personnel with sufficient test
and monitor equipment to perform rapid daily checkout and alignments
required to insure high simulator utilization.
The monitor and control console will provide
an operator with the capability of controlling the operation of
the simulator independent of the simulation computer for check-
out and alignment purposes. Full time monitoring of video signals ane
servo position feedback signals will be provided. This equipment
arrangement is shown on PD-900.
2.8.2	 Servo
The monitoring and control station will include
local controls for all servo systems. This will include controls
for positioning the individual servos. Full time :monitoring of
the position feedback will be provided to insure correct
positioning. In addition, local controls will provide the
capability of transfering control between the control station
and the simulation computer. A fade circuit will be included
to provide smooth transfer of control regardless of the differential
between the local control co:mands and computer commands.
A switching matrix is provided and permits any
servo input command, feedback signal, and error signal to be
monitored with a digital voltmeter or oscilloscope. A servo
analyzer is provided to permit frequency response measurements
required for troubleshooting and to validate performance of the
servos.
2.8.3	 Video
Full time monitoring of the display video for
each display channel will be provided. Monochrome 	 multiline
rate monitors will be used to provide full time monitoring of
the luminance (green) channel of each display. A 20 x 20 video
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2.8.3 (continued)
switching matrix is provided to permit monitoring by oscilloscope
and a 1023 line color TV monitor, the video from all cameras
and projectors. A video signal generator provides the signals
essential for camera and projector setup and maintenance. The
test signals can be inserted into any channel through the switch-
ing matrix. The signal generator will be an RGB color test
pattern generator capable of providing the grating, resolution,
and color signals necessary to setup the video equipment.
Remote control of all projectors and auxillary
video equipment is included in the monitoring and control station.
All camera control units are located in a separate bay adjacent
to this station.
2.8.4
	 Interface
Servo Interface
The primary interface between the simulator hardware is
through the analog patch board located in the display servo
`	 electronics station. All commands from the simulation computer
are routed through the patch board to the appropriate Probe,
gantry, and display servos. All servo feedback signals and
position error signals are routed through the patchboard to the
computer. These signals are listed below:
(1) Linear position feedback - all servos
(2) Sin and Cos Feedback - Ym , YM , 2M of the gantry,
vs of the sky-horizon projector, and ism • Om , of
the probe
(3) Position Error - all servos
(4) Tachometer Feedback - all servos
Video Interface
The video switching electronics and pulse distribution
amplifiers act as the primary video and sync interface. The
video switch amplifiers provide switching and line driving
capability. All camera video signals are inputs to the switch-
ing input amplifiers and all projectors receive their input
from the switching output amplifiers. In addition, video test
signal and monitoring equipment interfaces with switching electronics.
-, M
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Sync signals from the sync generator are distributed to the TV
camera, TV projector, and auxillary video equipment through pulse
distribution amplifiers. The video and pulse distribution
amplifiers provide isolated and buffered outputs to all video
equipment.
j
i
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2.9
	 COCKPIT AND VISUAL DISPLAY SUPPORT STIJXMM
2.9.1	 General
The cockpit and visual display support platform, although shown
in Figure 2.6.1-1 and drawing PD100 and described in section 2.9.2 and 2.9.3
in terms of interfacing with elements of the visual display (cockpit positioner,
cockpit support pedestal, and projection screen support), are not considered
part of the visual system. The cockpit was considered in terms of general
arrangement for the purpose of defining cockpit frame occlusions to the
projectors and is described in section 4.6.
2.9.2	 Cockpit Support
The cockpit support includes the cockpit positioner mechanism
and the cockpit support pedestal which interface with the TV projector yaw support
structure and the cockpit and visual display support platform of the motion system.
These structures are described as follows:
(1) Cockpit Positioner - The cockpit is attached to the lateral
T-shaped slide supports of the positioner mechanism as shown on
drawing PD301. The slide supports are aluminum weldrrnts (approximately
8.75-inch deep X 58.5-inch long) machined at the base to acconuodate
anti-friction type bearing plates. The slides are supported
and retained in lateral machined aluminum tracks (approximately
1.25 X 3.00 X 93.5-inches) attached to the top surface of an
8.0-inch aluminum I-beanvbase plate structure which wounts directly
to top of the cockpit pedestal. The cockpit is gear driven
laterally by an electric mc;tor/lead screw drive system. Three
cockpit lockout positions are provided as follows:
. Center
. 14.0-inches left
. 18.0-inches right
(2) Cockpit Support Pedestal -'The Cockpit Support Pedestal, shown on
drawing PD500, interfaces with the cockpit positioner, the projector
yaw support structure, and the cockpit and visual display support
platform of the motion system. The pedestal is a cylindrical welded
aluminum structure (appro%x ately 34.0-inch O.D. X 32.0-inch I.A.
X 28.25-inches high) with machined surfacee -:.s required for the
projector yaw support bearings and the upper and lower pedestal attach
surfaces.
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	2.9.3	 Screen and sky/Horizon Projector Support Structure
The screen and sky/horizon projector are supxrted from c mdn
structure to the cockpit and visual system support platform (*), and are
described as follows:
(1) Screen Support - The screen support structure is described
in terms of screen construction in section 2.5.1.
(2) Sky/Horizon Projector support - The sky/horizon projector
support structure, sham on drawing PD100, is a lightweight,
monoeoyue sheet aluminum type structure suspended from the upper
rear projection screen support frame mwbers. This type stricture
satisfies the rigidity and strength requirement and is cotpatibde
with the low inertia requirement of a sphere (screen) supported
load.
(*) References:
The reeoczm n ed shape for the support platform (considered part
^. of tie m. tion system) is octogonal - reasuring 16-f-ot betwcen
flats. The platform is required to provide attachment points
with adequate rigidity and strength for supporting the screen
and cockpit pedestal.
	
2.9.4	 7V Projector Roll and Yaw Support
The TV projector roll and yaw support structure interfaces
with the cockpit support pedestal as shown on drawing PD500 and described in
section 2.6.2.
i
i
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT PLAN
This section of the final report presents the program paten
and schedule, work breakdown structure, and cost estimates for thek proposed
Helicopter Simulator System.
3.1 Program Plan and Schedule
7he reoomrendad plan for accomplishing the objectives of
the Helicopter Simulator Program is illustrated in Figure 3.1-1. ?he
program, as shown, is divided into five phases as follows:
1.	 Design, procurement, and fabrication.
II. OoWletion of major assemblies and set-up develops nt test
areas.
III. Subsystem developwnt tests, dm*ouut, and perf mane
optimization.
IV. In-plant acceptance tests.
V. On-site installation and functional and final acce.IxFmice
tests.
The calendar relationship of the phases to each other and
to the total program is shown as a function of nonths after go-ahead.
1he phases vary in length from 5 to 7 months. The overall program length
is estimated to be 30 umths.
A major long-lead (over six months)pro MV011, 1 schedule is
shown in Figure 3.1--2.
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3.2 Work Breakdown Structure
the Helicopter Simulator Program work breakdown is sham in
Figure 3.2-1. the four-digit nuaber over the upper right hand corner
of each element in the breakdown is the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
nunber assirn-,(,,A for identification and planning purposes. The 1000 -series
elements comprise essentially the simulator hardware items, while the 2000
through 5000 - series consist of the integrating and supporting services
and end-items provided during the course of the program. the W S elements
aro defined to the thirdlevel in Figure 3.2-2 and 3.2-3. the WBS
1000 -series includes preliminary and datailed design, analysis and
engineering, procuratent, and fabrication and assembly for each element of
the helicopter simulator.
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3.3 Cost Estimates
The following (rough) budgetary cost estimates are
presented for government planning purposes in terms of direct
charge man-hours and unburdened material costs associated with
WBS 1000 and 3000 elements. Manhour estimates for WBS 2000,
4000, and 5000 elements are included in WBS 1000. Table 3.3-1
presents the estimated manhours in terms of engineering and
shop/technician costs per development phase. Table 3.3-2 presents
the estimated unburdened material costs in terms of 1977 dollars
per development phase. Table 3.3-3 presents a description of the
material in terms of dollars per WBS element.
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TABLE 2.3-1	 OF POOR QUAL17Y
MANHOUR ESTIMATES
A ENGINEERING
^^HOP AtiD_ T^0-HNI^I}1N	 __
TOTAL 	 MANHOURS PER PHASE
WBS	 MANHOURS	 I	 -^	 ZI	 III	 IV	 V
A	 800 F	 350	 330-	 40	 -	 80
1110	 .B 1540	 260	 !	 410	 -	 -	
870
40	 -	 950
A 1850 770 590 134	 ; 130 230
1120
	
B 1270 290 620 50 50 260
49020 1 21(L ' 180	 1 180
+	 160
11.01130	
A
B
720
300
120 160 200
150
80
40
2701020 - _
	
120	 160	 350 ~	 120
;A 1300	 ' - 200 160 ;	 840 100
1140 B 170 - - - 100	 70
~14 70 - _ 20 0 160 940	 170
A 670 250 90 200 40	 90
1150 B 170 - 90 1	 20	 60
840	 ' -- 250 .- - _
-
--	 µ90
^.	
290. i	 60	 150
,A 660 - 320 180 '	 100	 60
1160 :B 780 - 120 310 230	 :	 120	 1
440 490 330	 180	 I
A 670... 400 270 Servo electronics checkout
1170
B 950	 '. 290 660 & tests Are included in the
^ a hn^p_ ha rAwa YP^^EI2l^I1^.—
1620	 69_0	 _930_
;A 6670 -- ` 1890 - .---x1960 ! ^	 910-	 1190	 - 720
1100	 'B 5180.	 840	
1810	 600	 440	 1490
' 11850 ^	 2730	 -- 37 70 1510	 i 1630	 ! 2210
,A 380 160 40 40 40 100
1200	 B 230 - - 130	 1 20 ! 80
--^610 160 40 170 60	 ; 180
A 560 400 80 40 20 20
1300	 B 180 20 60 10 90
740 y	 400 100 100 30 11 0
.A 800 480 200 40 20 60
'B 860 170 310 250 10 1201410	
--- ---
~1660 -----650 	 -, 510 _ _290	 i 30 180
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-TABLE 2.3-1
MANHOUR ESTIMATES (Continued)
A ENGINEERING
B SHOP AND TECHNIC_I_AN
TOTAL ^ 	 MANHOURS PER PHASE
FWBS	 MANHOURSi I
	
II	 III	 IV }	 V
I	 A 1090 r 490	 340	 100	 40 1	 120
1420	 B	 840	 150	 380	 120	 30	 160
_	 1930	 640 	 720-	 220	 70	 280 -
A 160 i	 100	 60 — Servo electronics checkout
1430	 B 240 i	 60	 180	 & tests are included in the
	
_	 above hardware elements,
	
-4-0 -0--j
 
	 160
___
	A 2440 j 1110	 990	 160	 60	 120 -
1440	 B 4190 ! 1200	 2500 i	
170	 90	 230
	
6630, 	2310	 3490	 330	 150	 N350
A	 290 i	 80-	 60	 40	 30	 80
1450	 B	 140	 -	 -	
80	 20	 40
	
430 
rt	
80 -	 60 
	
120	 50	 120
--	 A	 270	 80	 40 i
	
40	 30 ► 	 80
1460	 B	 140 i	 -	 !	 -	
80	 20 ^-	 40	 +
	
410	 f	 80	 !	 40 j	 120	 50	 120
	
IA 5050	 2340	 ,	 1690 i	 380	 180	 460
1400	 B 6410	 1580	 3370 `	
700
	
170
	
590
	
11460 3920	 a	 5060	 1080	 350	 1 050
	A 1100­ 1	390	 410 j	 100	 10.0	 100
1510	 ,B 1110	 280	 j	 610 
_L	
70	 80	 70	 !;
	
2210 670`	1020 I	 170	 j	 180	 170
;A 570 '	 300- -Y	 270	 Servo electronics checkout
1520	 :B	 950 i	 300	 650	
& tests are included in the
	15 0
	
600	 j	 920	 ---	 ---
	
j A^ 1670	 —690	 1	 680 !	 100	 _ 100 +i — 100
1500	 B 2060	 580	
1260	 70	 80 
I	
70
t	 ..	 I
	3730	 - 1270	 1940	 170 r_
	
180 C	 170
-- --	
_	 i . _.. -- -
	 • ---
	
A 2100	 880	 880	 80	 80 i	 180
1610	 ;B 2450	 690	
1370	 90	
I	
90	 210
---*--
	
4550	 1570	 2250	 170	 170	 390
jA	 560	 220	 180	 40	 1^ 40 1 -	80	 i
L
1620	 'B	
430
	
120	 220	 20	 30	 40	 j
-._ _	
990	 340	 400	 -^ 60	 j	 70 j	 -12 0
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TABLE 2.3-1
MANHOUR'ESTIMATES (Continued)
A ENGINEERING
B SHOP AND TECHNICIAN
TOTAL
	
__	 _ TH	 HASEOUR PER P
-	
_ —._ I I
	
III	 IV	 VWBS	 MANHOURS	 I ,-	
_
A 2660	 ( 1100	 t	 1060	 120	 120	 260	 I
1600	 B 2880	 ,	 810	 1590	 110	
120	 250
	
5540_
-^--19910 ___4	 2650_	 230	 240	 510	 {
A	 200
	
110	 30	 40	 10	 10
1710	 B	 180	 40	 i	 90	 10	
40
	
!--'	 -
F­380	 150 M	 1_20 _	 SO	 _10	 50_^
`A	 410	 +(	 370	 40	 -	 -
1720	 B	 590	 1	 110 _ -_	 260	 -	 110	 110a----•
	
Q 	 QQ_	 ---	 iio 	 110
i
,A	 610	 1 480	 i	 70	 40	 10	 10
1700	 ;B	 770	 150	 _ 350	
- 10	 110	 150
	
_ 1380___ 630_--- 1____420	 50	 120	 160
A 176007060	 5580	 1630	 1660	 1670
1000	 ,B 17710	 ; 3960	 8400 '	
1680	 950	 2720
_353 1. 0	 11020	 13980	 3310	 2 610	 43 9 0
11 Mgr
	
.-----Full Time ._._
	
-	 -3010 
	 (Probably Indirect Charge)
Task	 -Full	 Three-Quarter.	 Half
3020	 :;3  Leaders	 Time'°-	 Time	 Time
^12.3 -	3500	 3500	 2250	 1875	 1250
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TABLE 3.3-2
MATERIAL ESTIMATES
(Unburdened Dollars)
TOTAL DOLLARS X 1000 PER PHASE
WBS DOLLARS I II	 _^ -^ III IV r^ V	 E
_ X._1D 00
-
1110 232 10 220 2
1120 30 '	 15 15
1130 352 350 2 t
1140 '	 51 50 1 =	 ;
1150 276 275 1
1160 38 33 5
1170 +	 9 4 5 S	 '
-	 1 100 988 _	 _ 293 36 5	
_	 ---:- --
1200.
130.0 73 47 20 6
1410 5 5
1420 15 10 5
1430 3 2 1
1440 455 453 2
1450 26 25 1
1460 50 50 -
1400 554 540 14
1510 12 6 6
•	 1520 7 3 4
1500—
1610 20 15 5
1620 24 18 6
1600 44 33 11
1710 2 2
1720 2 2
1700 4 4
1000 1733 1290 386 56
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TABLE 3.3-3
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
(UNBURDENED DOLLARS)
^^-
WBS
TOTAL DOLLARS
X 1000 MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
1110 232 `164 Modelboard and Seaming
' 56 Modelboard Mapping
2 Trip
10 Miscellaneous Parts and Raw
Material
1120 30 8 Motors, Potentiometers and
Tachometers
6 Ball Bushing Shafts
16 Ball bushings, roundway bearings,
cam tracks, cams, gears, gear
racks, cable supports, misc.
I	 i parts and raw material
-1130	 352	 350 Optical probe
2 Trips)
1140	 51	 50 Computer
j 1 Misc.
1150 276 275 TV Cameras (3)
_	 1 Misc.Y
1160 38 33 Lamp Assemblies (96)
5 Facility Wiring
1170 9 9 Misc. Servo Electronics &
-- --^-
Wiring
1200	 ; 51 50 Raster Graphics System
! 1 Trip
1300 73 '	 73 Screen and Assembly
1410 5 5 Motor and Gearing, raw material
! and misc. parts
7 Hydraulic Actuator, gears and
bearings
8 Potentiometer, tachometer, and
raw materials
1420
	
15
^I
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TABLE 3.3-3
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION (Continued)
(UNBURDENED DOLLARS)
TOTAL DOLLARS
WBS
	 X 1000	 MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
1430	 3	 3 Misc. servo electronics
1440	 455	 i 247 CRTs, deflection components,
i	 deflection amplifiers, sweep
!	 chassis, power supplies, and
misc. parts
208 Projection optics (15)
1450 i	 26	 26 Variable
s	 system
1460 1	 50	 50 GFE type helmet mounted sight
head position electronics
1510	 i	 12	 12 Motors, potentiometers, each--
±	 1	 ometers, gears, bearings, raw
material an-.1 misc. parts
t	 1520
	
7	 7 Misc. servo electronics and
wiring
i	 1610	 ^ -- - --•	 20r.-.---__.-• -- ; 20 
—
Switching matrix, nVM, equip-
ment	
u I
 racks, scope, pat•chboard
--___--
	
and misc. hardware and electronics
1620	 24	 Switching matrix, monitors, scope,
signal generators, equipment
i	 racks, and misc. hardware and
electronics
1710	 2	 i	 Misc. raw material
1720	 2	 Misc. raw material
1000	 - 1733 
	
Total Material
visibility generation
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4.0 ANALYSIS AND TRADEOFF STUDIES
4.1	 Terrain Model and • Probe Configuration
4.1.1	 General
The terrain model and probe configuration are
based on providing the following requirements:
(1) Provide a field-of-view consistent , with that of
a helicopter.
(2) Provide capability for low altitude nap-of-the-earth
(NOE) flight in rough high relief areas.
(3) Provide landing capability in cc:, ► iined areas.
Satisfying these requirements is highly dependent
on the compatibility of the optical probe with the terrain model-
board scale and terrain gradient.
The following considerations were instrumental
to the selection of a dual scale terrain model:
i
(1) The low altitude flight requirement in rough terrain
(canyon areas) and the direct relationship between the
probe field-of-view and head size to the minimum
altitude, were primary reasons for selecting a relatively
low-scale terrain model.
(2) Although a current probe design with a 140 degree
field-of-view is reasonably compatible with a
300:1 scale model (as originally planned) providing
a minimum pupil to modelboard distance of 6.2 mm
(with 2m'n Prism clearance),the modelboard required
to provide a 2 x 3 NM gaming area would be very
large - approximately 40 x 60 feet.
The dual scale modelboard (250:1 and 500:1)
decision, based on evaluations of operational simulators utilizing
dual scale modelboards and other criteria, led to the following
conclusions and/or advantages:
(1)	 Dividing the modelboard into two sections of
equal area for each model scale reduces the model-
board size to 24 x 64 feet without reducing the total
gaming area.
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4.1.1 (continued)
(2) Minimum eye height on the 250s1 model is reduced
to 5 feet. Additional probe head clearance is
provided for the same terrain gradient.
(3) Model lighting requirements are reduced.
(4) The dual scale reduces the modelboard and gantry
heights and simplifies fabrication and assembly.
(5) The requirement to drive probe focus is probably
not required for either model scale.
(6) A dual scale modelboard is thought to provide improved
performance and a more cost effective and stable
system.
4.1.2	 Modelboard Construction
Modelboard construction techniques were studied
and optimized to be compatible with the dual scale model approach
.described above. Figure 4.1-1 compares the characteristics of
three types of modelboard construction.
Configuration I - This configuration represents the
lowest cost type construction. The soft polyurethane core material
has an inherent advantage of providing a degree of secondary
probe protection. The contoured foam/plywood base forms a fixed
(unadjustable surface) rigid structure with a relatively high
coefficient of linear expansion/C° and is therefore not considered
to be compatible with requirements for low altitude flight.
Configuration II &'III - These configurations are similar
shell-type structures with hard surfaces. The structures are
compatible with being supported on studs (equally spaced across the
modelboard) which provide very accurate model surface control.
Configurations II and III, although slightly more expensive,
are constructed of materials with significantly lower coefficents
of linear expanison/C° and are therefore considered more compatible witt
requirements for low altitude flight. Configuration III is recommended
for the visual display system. A positive probe protection
system is required and is described in Section 2.3.5.1.
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	4.1.3	 Model Surface Detail
The contour arrangement, shown on drawing
Figure 4.1-2, was developed to provide optimized flight areas for M
flight over both rough and smooth terrain. Saddles arc provided
to permit smooth transition from one model scale to the other.
The 250:1 contour was optimized to provide a non-repeating Llight
path of approximately 6 to 7 NM.
The surface details, shown on Figure 4.1--3
provides terrain which is considered to be applicable for helicopter
flight. The scene includes towns, rivers, airfields, stage fields,
and confined landing areas.
	
4.1.4	 Probe Configuration
The probe configuration which provides the
best compatibility with the model is shown in Figure 16 of the
Farrand Report ER 580 included in section 5.2. This configuration
is considered optimum for the following reasons:
(1) The head diameter at the pitch axis (1.5 inch
or approximately 32 feet scaled at 250:1) permits
approaches to an eye height. of 5 feet (with a flat
terrain base of 32 feet) with terrain gradients up to
45 degrees.
(2) The main probe body is approximately 7 inches from
the pitch prism with a prcfile that varies from 4 inchcu
to 1.5 inches below the body. The head profile represents
minimum occlusions to the fill lighting. The area under-
neath the body is more than adequate to accomoditte 1391iting
fixtures.
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4.2	 00[+TrWL SYSTEM & STRirnJ AL A iMMIS
General Servo Requi^ts
Zhis section defines general design and perforn a criteria
for the eleven servos of the proposed wide-angle image generation: and display
system. Sections of this report covering subsystem detail descriptions
contain specifications and requirements of individual servos. Servo analytical
results of the study are developed in 4.2.1 of this section.
(1) Servo Identifications - The servos which control ttotians
of projection and image generation equipment of the system are
listed in Table 4.2-1.
Dguipment
Subsystem
Detailed and Peripheral
Display Projector:
Sky-Horizon Projector:
f
Prober	 Probe Heading
Probe Pitch
Probe Poll
Probe Focus
Gantry: Gantry X Axis
Gantry Y- Ikds
Gantry Z Axis
Servo
M
Continuous
es Nonoont:inursus
Noncontinujus
0
' dontinuous
Noncontinurus
R'-- Continuous
FM Nonconti.nuous
See
M Discussion
ZM Below .
Servo	 Servo
N3M	 Wb-01
Projector Roll	 PIP
Sky-Horizon Yaw
Sky-Horizon Pitch
Sky-Horizon Roll
TABLE 4.2.1 - SERVO IDENf1FICAa'ION
The continuous servo types in Table 4.2-1 are servos which control
continuous rotations, i.e. the capability for positional control
over an unlimited range of displacement. Servos of this type are
designed to accept voltage commands from the computer which are
formulated in term sine and cosine of the angle to be represented,
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(1) Servo Identifications (continued) - instead of the angle.
The sine and cosine formulation of the cmuend avoids angular
'	 limitations since these are bounded functions. Figure 4.2-t
provides a mire detailed explanation of the feedback technique for
these servos.
The nonoontinuous servo types in Table 4.2-1 are servos which
control mechanisms with limits on displacement. servos of this
type have a conventional position command provided by the computer.
The translational gantry serves, XM, YM, ZM, in Table 4.2:•-1
receive position feedback signals from angular fuck sensors
driven by precision rotating drive gears from the wain rack
gears of the translating carriage drives. These feedback sensors
therefore rotate many revolutions over the total translational
displacements of these servos. As with the continuous servos
described above, these rotating feedback sensors are designed to
accept voltage cmunands from the eoaputer which are sine and
cosine functions of the sensor (and sensor drive gear) shaft angle.
This approach results in very accurate positioning control of the
gantry over the large displacements involved, since the feedback
sensor is cycled many trines over the total travel. 7hs carriage
positioning accuracy achieved with this tecl-nique is analytically
developed in Section 4.2.1.
Zhe gantry servos also incorporate multi-tim-n linear feedback
potenticaneters,geared to provide a linear signal proportional
to the total travel. This signal is provided for 'cmrputer*m mitorirmg
during initial positioning control of the gantry carriages.
Initializing is computer controlled by rate conum4s applied to the
servos with the sine and cosine positioning commands held at zero.
The actual-versus-desired initial position is monitored by the
cagwter by means of the signal from the linear feedback potenticmeter.
Computer switching to the accurate control of the sine and cosine
position comwnds completes the initializing when the desired
position is approached. Section 2.3.8 gives a wore detailed description
of this gantry servo initializing technique.
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Servo Servo Type
t6p Noncontinuous
OS Continuous
9s	 Nonoontinuous
OS
	 Noncontinuous
*M
	 Continuous
9M	 Nmv=tinuous
'M
	 Continuous
FM	 Noncontinuous
XM
YM
	 See discussion
in this section
(2) Servo Input Voltage Commands - Input signals for all servos
are DAC voltages scaled to a + 10-volt range. A schedule identifying
servo input signals for each of the servos is given in Table 4.2-2.
muted Servo Input S s
Position omm+and	 velocity
(0p) i
Sine (IS) i
Cosine Wy i
(8S) i
(0S) i
Sine (&) i
Cosine (OM)i
(am) i
Sine (OM) i
Cosine (OM) i
(F14) i
Sine (1V i
Cosine (e	 )i
" Sine (0Y )biz
M
Cosine (9YM ) i
Sine (eZ ) i
M
Cosine (0Z )i .
M
(FP)vi
(*S) vi
(es)vi
(OS)vi
(Vvi
(AM)vi
(0M) vi
N) vi
(YI4)vi-
N) V'
TABLE 4.2-2 - SERvo naw vmmt cmmms
As shown in Table 4.2-2, all servos of the display s,_uem (e)cept
the probe focus servo, FM) are supplied with positions inputs
augmented by inputs proportional to the commanded velocity. Zhese
velocity commands serve to augment the position commands in the
following respects:
. Synchronization - The availability of a velocity input comn3nd
is useful in achieving accurate dynamic synchronization of the servo
output response. Accurate dynamic synchronization is important
between the three (3) rotational servos of the probe. Also
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projector and the roll servo of the detailed and peripheral projecbor
platform. The velocity input is especially useful in dynamically
synchronizing the continuous rotational servos because the use of
nebworks on sin/cosine input conmands is not a feasible n ansatima
method for these servos.
smoothness - 20 availability of a velocity input cmun d, permits
a proportionally greater anount of velocity versus position
feedback gain. Jitter-free projection of the optically and
electuonically magnified scene is inVroved by greater . velocity
feedback control.
Dynamic stacking Error - The velocity input conmands are used
in the gantry servos to limit the servo tracking errors during
changes in steady-state velocity om m-ands. Shia result is described
in greater detail in Section 4.2.1. she velocity inputs to the
gantry servos are also used in controlling the initial positioning
^.	 of the gantry as described iii Section 4.2(l).
She total required number of DAC input voltages from Table 4.2-2,
is 23. Skis nuabor assumes that the input position and velocity.
signals for the noncontinuous servos,jlp, 8S' OSo, and M, are combined
in the digital conputer so that ally a single DAC voltage command
is required for-each of these four servos.
(3) Servo Control Power - Control power requirements of the servos
are largely established by the inertias of the driven elements
in conjunction with peak acceleration and velocity requirements
of the servo motion envelopes. The final torque selections for
each servo must therefore be made by an assessment of inertias
from the final detail design.
Acceleration and velocity requirements for the servos have been
developed and are covered in the general servo requirements Section 4.2V
Additional servo torque increments must also be considered
which are imparted from accelerations of the notion base to the
projector servos of the display system. These projector servos
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(3) Servo Control Pacer (continued) - are subject to dish
torques due to the external angular aooeleratS,ons from the notion
base. The magnitude of these torques also depend an the bmtias
of the driven elements of the servos. Accelerations of the motion
base have been defined for the study by AMML m® wand=. Nominal
motion base acveleration levels from this 1 1 , randan are ].fisted
for reference in Table 2 . 2-3 of this report.
(4) Servomechanism and Structural Design Oo^nsfderations -
. Smoothr"s - To achieve the neoessary smwthness of smw
response, it is essential, to minini .ze all so== of sn%U,
di soontinuous nonlinearities in the
	 or design of
owt-%A nts of the display servos. Specifically these non].inearities
include:
nonlinear friction in the servo drive (static and oouloWb
friction)
. backlash,
poor smoothness quality in the output voltages of feedback
f	 sensors, and
threshold, deadband, or Bogging in actuatofs (motors) of	 .
the servos.
Structural Dynar-Acs -- The dynamics of structures are of concern
primarily in the gantry and roll projector platfoma serves.
These servos are required to move large inertia loads .ovcr large
displacements,and structures are consequently large and heavy.
The structural dynamics affect the response of projector or cpticaa
elements of these servos in the following ways:
the transmi .ssibilities of the intermediate moving structural
t	 elements which transmit motion from the driving point of the
servo to the controlled projector or probe directly affect
the dynamic response of the projector or probe, and
the transmissibility of the backup structure, on which the
driving point of the servo relies for support also appears
in the output response of the servo.
^.	 The equations of notion of the gantry structures were not developed
and analyzed as part of the study because in final detail design
these structures were judged to be easy to brace and the loads to
be well distributed. Zhe moving and backup structures of the
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Structural D»sam^fcs (continued) - still projector platform
servo present a more difficult design problem and the conceptual
design of these structures were extensively studied. The analyticaL
development and results are presented in Section 4.2 .2 of tb<.a
vapor •
Travel Stops and Travel T.i,eit Sensors - Soft travel shops with
overtravel are specified to control and limit the decelerati
forces on all non-continuous servos which may occur due to
fnadvestent oWartravel.
idmi.t sensors are specified on all nm-con d=xx s servos to
remove or limit control power to the servo actuators when the servo
is inadvertently driven into the travel strops. Pate roast
capability is specified to allow these servos to be restored to
normal operation.
. ia,;3^uts -- Rmnwable mierhanical lockouts are specified for all
continuous and non-continuous serves. Zhese lockouts are specified
to provide a u Bans of securing moving madmisms during handling ami
shipment and also to provide a precise, repeatable calibraUnn
reference for position sensor aligrune.,nt.
(5) Servo Performance I-bis section discubses the servo perforimm
specifications used in the subsystem descriptions of this report.
Motion envelope - Required displacements, peak no-load velocities
and peak stall accelerations are specified for each servo in the
subsystem specifications. The specified stall accelerations and
peak no-load velocities take into account expected simultaneous
levels of both acceleration and velocity. the accelerations
specified for the projector servos also account for accelerations
imparted from the motion base.
Acceleration and velocity requirements have been studied by
considering the following:
. required peak aircraft motions,
. order and orientation of the probe and sky-horizon projector
gimbals, and
t	 . model scaling.
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•Motion envelope (continued) - Peak aircraft action requirements
are from the Statement of Work and are listed for reference In
r
	 Table 2 .2-2 of this report. The gimbal motion analysis is presentied
in Section 4.2.3.
Static Accuracy - Static servo positioning accuracy is am of the
factors in the end-to-end accuracy of the placement of the projected
Image an the projection screen (others are T .V.. optical probe and
nechwdml alignment errors). required static positicning accuracies
are specified for each servo in the subsystem descriptions
of this report. The design goal positioning accuracy of the display
from the Statement of Work is listed for reference in Table 2.2-1
of this report.
To achieve accurate servo static positioning, the following
techniques are specified for the display servos:
Mechanization are specified which contain an integrating
amplifier in the forward path of the servo. This integrating
amplifier acts to reduce the position error signal to virtually
zero during static positioning. The action of the integration
also makes the static positioning accuracy of the servo
•	 independent of static torques (or force) thresholds or 	 .
loading on the output of the servo.
Servo mochanizations are also specified to include a unity
voltage follower breediately following . each feedback pot
wiper output signal. This follower amplifier is physically
located as near to the potentio^ster as practical and they
extremely high input tvedenee of this voltage follower,
estimated to be 1000 megohms, serves to virtually eliminate
errors due to pot loading.
The method by which the position error signal is generated
in the continuous sine/cosine serves depends first upon
exciting the sine/cosine feedback pots with the computer
generated sine/cosine com ands, and secondly, upon sinning
the output wiper voltages of the sine, -osine feedback pots.
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,. I
static Ac^curaCy (OOt1t3lSLl
 On overall positioning accuracy of these servos dgxmds
in part, an retaining the accuracy of the comaputed sine/coMm
commend w to the point where the e3citaticn signals axe
Gearing errors between the feedback pot shaft and the applicable
controlled output of the servo.
These error sources are developed in the servo accuracy analyses of
Section 4.2. L
Static Repeatability - Static repeatability accuracy is specified
for each servo in the subsystem specifications. With the applicati,ui
of the • servo design teeduiiques specified above, backlash in- ganxing
is the only significant error source in the..
 detcmi ration of static
repeatability accuracy.
Static Ompliartm
,
 - An integrating amplifier is specified in
the forward path of each visual display servo. To action of .
this integrating amplifier causes the closed loop, de sensitivity 	 .
(gain) of each servo output displacement to distusbance torq"
or forces applied at the servo output, to be virtually infinite.
This means that the servos are capable of resisting arry externally
applied output torque (or force) up to the peak motor torque, without
having to hold a corresponding error in position. This result
is a static servo oomplianoe which is virtually zero.
Regdc Ranrge - zhe capability of the visual system servos to
smoothly control the mmement of the projected image over a
wide ranne of velocities, is a critical requirement. The dynamic
range defines the ratio of the largest to the smallest velocity
which the serve can smoothly control. The maximum velocity
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Dffmdc Rance Woi* hued) - for each serve is defined by the motion
envelope in the detailed serve specifications. the corre$pcxnding
I
	
	
minimum velocity is thereby defined by the dynamic range. %a
dynamic range is specified for each servo in the subsystem
.	 specifications.
foothness of the servo output response is specified on the basis
of the dynamic range by the r quirement that velocity variation
at the minimum velocity not exceed + 20% of the command velocity.
abatpliance with the myoodiness performance specifications is best
de:ronstrated by using the taclmeter signal for the evaluation, buL•
with much of the higher frequency eonta t of the signal attenuated
by asecond-order filter having dynamic chaura cistics fief at the
dynamic response selected for the angular visual systm servos,
i.e., by a second-orr3er filter with a natural frsquency of 25 rad/sec
and a damping ratio of 0.7.
. icy Response - A critical requirement in achieving an
accurate representation of the external visual scene is synchronization
of all servos involved in projecting the rcene.' Ih s requires that
the servos have the sam` dynxnic response (tranf:ient and stogy
state) as well as a high degree of smoothness. To accurately
control the synchronization of the visual system servos, the dynamic
response for all angular visual system servos is specified to
accurately match that of a se=id-order system with a damping ratio
of 0.7 and a natural frequency of 25 rad/sec. .7he st -ady-state tins
lag of this second-order model to a constant velocity camr" is
56.6 milliseconds. The accuracy of the synchronization is specified
in the detail servo specifications by the requitement that the
actual servo frequency response retch that of the ideal second-order
system, over the frequency range specified, within the stated
tolerance, in terms of phase angle deviation.
The frequency response of the gantry servos and the probe focus
servo are defined according to other criteria in the detail servo
specifications.
. Time Response - Specification of time response is another means
of assuring the dynwnic match (synchronization) between the
actual velocity step response of each angular visual system servo
versus the step response of the 0.7 ftnWd, 25 rad/sec, second-order
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4.2.1	 GantKy and Probe servos
The gantry and probe servos control the mechanical:
motion which position the probe camera relative to-the terrain model.
Translational motions (X,, Y., and 2 ) are provided by the gantry
.servos. Rotational motions (0M, 9jA , and *M) are provided by
mechanisms inside the probe assembly. In addition, a focussing
servo is provided to maintain optical focus as the slant range
betwien the probe and terrain model varies.
In this section, details of the jantry
translational servo performance are described. The requirements
for the performance of the probe rotational servos and the focus-
ing servo are derived. Information on implementation of these
requirements was provided by the probe subcontractor (see Eection
5.2).
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Gantry Accuracy
The X-axis is evaluated as typical of the three (3) gantry
servos. A sketch of the X-axis servo front end is shown below:
^ OTC
0--•1/1/1
Icsu^ E
ICOK
	
IoK
EC K	 "'n" r
10 ►:	 10K-	 I	 `L-'
Static R peatabil jat - The intec -ator shown in the above. sketch provides noar
infinite do open loop gain such that tho static closed loop system bearnms
independent of forward loop non-linearities. All errors will be evaluated
by superposition (errors of. errors are signigicant) . The position fm. -d1^a(*
sensors use antiLocklash gearing such t iat, the static repeatability depx-nds,
only on the following elements:
1) Amplifier resistor drift as a function of temperature
2) Amplifier drift as a function of temperature
3) Rack and model length change as a function of temperature
Resistor Temperature Drift
All resistors before the forward loop integrator have a
matched to l? nature coefficient of 10 ppm/°C. It is assured the maxinnm ►
Umperature change within the control console is + 10°C.
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Resistor erature Drift (continued)
rte'°
Zhe maxim= resistor change then becomes:
Il-0^ X 20 - 20 X 10 '5parts
From paragraph 4.2.2 the worst case position for the sine/oosine3 pot is
w/4 radians. This position will give an input to the servos of 10 volts.
Each amplifier will then have an error at its output due to resi^tar changes
of:
(20 X 10 5) = 1.41 X 10 3 volts
IC
va
IoK	 !ov-
I 3
C 1° a	
ia v S.., C4
C
^ ^2•^^XlJ cis
Zhe output of the sine pot must equal the output of the
cosine pot
+ 2.8 X 10-3)
 
sine = cose	 10	 2.8 X 1073)
(JRr
	
or for the worst case V "
tang =-72—	 X 103
100 - 2.8X103
77- 
r
= 45 + 0.0227 degrees
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Resistor Tam mature Drift (continued)
The position repeatability error is then + 0.02270 for
the amplifiers that drive the sine/cos pots.
The resistor repeatability error of the amplifier which
sums the outputs of the sine and cosine pot is:
IGk
	 IG^^
	
S,nF,
	7A^	
1"'«.{41S,
f
mien	 10 sing	 lOK	 = 10 oas©
G	 K+ 20 X10' XX 10K—
or tang - 1 + 20 X 10'5
0 - 45 ± 0.0057 degrees
The position repeatability error is then. + 0.00570 for the summing amplifier.
The total repeatability error due to resistor drift then becomes:
ER. _ (± 0.0227J
2
 + + 0.0057 2	 + 0.023°
//	 C
The feedback. pot is driven by.a 4" diameter gear on a rack. The above
resistor drift error referenced to the gantry motion then beds:
+ 0.0230 X -44 in. 	 + 8.03 X 10-4 inches
J mpplifier Z e ature Drift
All amplifiers up to an including the integrator are Burr
Brawn Model. 35000 trim adjusted to zero at 25°C. The noninverting input
of inverting amplifiers will be referenced to ground through a resistor
equal to the parallel combination of the inverting input and feedback resistors.
This will realize a mininamn offset current effects. The temperature
characteristics for this amplifier for a 20°C temperature change is shown
on the next page.
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Amplifier Tog3erature Drift (continued)
Input Offset Voltage 	 + 1001LV = os
Input Bias Current	 =	 + 6 1q a = • ib
Input Difference Current	 = + 2 ?1 a = id
The drift of any unity gain inverting amplifier with input and
feedback (RF & Ri) resistors of 10K becomes:
E = Error = ^
	
s	 + ib Ri + id Ri
= 2 E! + 104
 (ib + id)S
= 2 X 10-4 + 103 (6 + 8) X 10-9 = 0.21 X 10-3 volts
4his amplifier temperature drift is less than 1/5 the
resistor temperature drift and will, therefore, be neglected.
Rack and Model 0,ange With Tenperature
• The model lighting. will cause a tempexaL•ure rise in troth
the model . and the feedback gear rack. Experiments on a Piper Ltd. polyester
and glass model showed a temperature change of 60 degrees F with it rcury
arc lamps at ten feet and a power level of 188 watts/ft 2 . After one half
hour the model stabilized at a steady state temperature of 115°F. It is
assumed that the epoxy/filler and glass • layup model material will have near
identical heating and steady state tenporature characteristics. An initial
one half hour w-armup will be required before system operation thereby
eliminating the model growth during this period. .The model and gear rack
change with room temperature will, however, effect the system repeatability
It is assumes► the room temperature is controlled within
+5°F. The model and rack have positive coefficient of linear expansion of
Model 10 X 10-6 unit/un:;t/°C (5.6 X 10-6 unit/unit/°F )
Steel rack 6.3 X 10-6 unit../unit/°F
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!tack and Model Change With
	 3re (continued)
If it is further assumed that both the model and gear
rack change in length due to temperature fran the rmtt= out
.
 the fbUaAng
repeatability may be determined.
•	 length change = (30 ft.) (1 in) (6.3 X 10-6 - 5.6 X 10-6) /°F (+5°F)
= + 1.3 X 10-3 inches
The total repeatability error then beooes the RSS sum
of the resistor temperature drift and model/rack gs'sature change.
Total Repeatability = + (+ 8.03 X 10"4)2 + (+1.3 X l(r3)2
= + 1.52 X 10-3 inches
Static Accuracy the static accuracy of the X-axis gantry is a function of
the following items:
1) Static repeatability error
2) Sine/cosine feedback conformity error
3) Resistor accuracy
.4) Gear error
Sine/cosine Feedback Error
The relationship between the potentiowter conformity
specification and the corresponding servo positioning error it based on the
following analytical derivation.	 .
r e:c: Ee
i
S^ 11l'. ! v.1^.+^^ .1
^^i	 Ct
rC	 -E c,,. f-A.
E = voltage scaling of the sine/cosine functions of Ac volts.
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Were:
0c - command angle (radians)	 .
or - potentiometer shaft position angle (radians)
•	 el - voltage output of cosine function pot (volts)
e2 - voltage output of sine function pot (volts)
C - independent conformity of sine or cosine pot expressed
as a percentage of the full pot excitation voltage
el = E sin 9c cos8f + 2E (- C ) sfn9c
e2 = E cos9c singf + 2E (--106 ) cosIc
The electrical portion of the servos contains an integrator
in the forward part of the servo loop which will provide infinite do open
loop gain thereby malting el - e2 = 0.
Then:
ESin9c CosO f + 2E ( C	 Sin9c - ECos9c Sing f + 2E (--rC-)"D-
,;"c - 0
J	 + 0.02CSin9c ± 0.02CCos9c = Sin9c Cos9f - Sin9fCcs9c
= Sin (8c - 9 fl
= (9c - 9f) for small angles
The servo position error due to the sine/cosine feedback
pot error is:
•	 E x• g -.S
C	 f
E 
_ + 0.02 CSin9c 0.02 CCos9c	.
7he worst case error occurs at di = 0
-E = 0 = ± 0.020c Cos% + 0.02C9c Sin9c
n	 n
8c worst case = + -^— + ---4
Zhen:
e worst case = --- W - C ± --I C radians
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Sine/O sine Feedback Error (continued)
A sine/cosine feedback pot with a conformity of + 0.1%
has been selected for this application. Then:
f worst case - + 0.081 + 0 . 081 degrees
The feedback pot is driven by a 4" diameter gear on the
rack. The pot error referenced to the gantry notion then be=res:
(+ 0.081° + 0.081°) 4—^v _ +2.83 X 10'"3 +2..83 X 10' 3 in.
Resistor Accuracy
All the 1OK n resistors shown in the sketch of paragraph
4.2.1 are matched pairs to within 0.05% or 50 X 16-5 parts. This error
is 2 1/2 tines the resistor tagerature error . The error due to resist:
tolerance then becoanes.
+8.03 X 10-4
 (in) (2.5) = + 2 X 107,3 inches
Gear Error
The-only gears which cause position errors are the four
inch gear on the feedback sine/cosine pot and the long gear rack attached
to the carriage rail.
In . this application an antibacklash gear is used such that
the gear teeth are loaded so as to track along one side of the backlash.
From gear theory the angle6m which gives the iraxinwm position error is:
	
e 
max 
= sinO m	
+ tan .0 (1 - cos0m)
• E
	
+ PD2/PD1 -- .
Where:
e - position error
E = total eccentricities
6m = rotation of antibacklash gear which gives maxim m error
PD2 = pitch diameter antibacklash gear = 4 inches
PD1 = pitch diameter of rack = w
0 - gear pressure angle = 20°
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Sine/CosireFeedback Error (continued)
Substituting i ••. the above constants yields:
	
max s-1si*e4/co	 + tan 20° (1-oosOd
= sinem + 0.182 (1 - cosed
The na J=n —.I max occurs at
Gm - + 79.70 and + 100.30
 —
The value of e/E max for the make= em is
em	 e/E max
	
{ 79.7 0 	 1.133;	 0.834
	
- 79.7 0	 -0.634; -1.133
	
+ 100.30	1.198;	 0.770
	
100.30	-1.198; -0.770
The maxin= peak-to-peak error then becomes - e max P-p
= 1.198 + 1.133 - 2.33 or + 1.17.
For purposes of calculation it is mwre convenient to use concentricity
rather than eccentricity.
Concentricity - C - 2 E
Then Waist P'P s 
1-
 7 C = + 0.585C
Listed below are the anticipated gear and fabrication parameters:
SOURCE	 CONCENIMICITY (Inches)
Sine/cosine pot runout	 0.001
Rack parallel to rails	 0.010
.	 Total Composite Error (Gear) '	 0.005
Total Conpcsite Error (rack)	 0.007
Gear Bore to Pot Shaft	 0.001
Rack 7b Rack Non-accumulative Error	 0.010
(Rack made of 12, 60" segments)
Since all the listed errors will not occur simultaneously, they are RSS together.
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SinyCosine Feedback Error (continued)
Cm _ (.001) 2 + (.01) 2 + (.005) 2 + (.007) 2. + GOOD 2 + (.01) 2
O 0.0166 inches
The gear error then becomes:
erax P_p " + 0.555 (.0166) _ +0.0097 inches
The total X-axis gantry accuracy then becon es the RSS of
the repeatability error, the sine/cosine pct error, the resistor error
and the gear error.
X Gantry Accuracy - + (+ 1.52 X 10 3) 2 + (+ 2.83 X 10..3)2 + (+2.83 X 10-3 )2
+(+ 2 X 10 3)2 + (+ 9.7 X 10'3)2
+0.0108 inches
Referenced to the pilot this accuracy is + 2.7 inches
at a nndel scale of 250:1 and +5.4 inches at a model scale of 500:1.
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Gantry Dynamic Tracking Error
i
Of particular .nt.erezt in the gantry servos is the ability
of the serve to minimize the dynamic tracking error. 9w dynamic tracking
error is defined as the position error with respect to varying velocity
omwands.
From Figure 2.3.8-1 it can be seen that the servo has two integrations
in the forward path elements, the electrical integrator and the integration
from velocity to position. The integration associated with the inertia is
an interloop tachometer closure and is not a free forward path integrator.
A system with double forward path integrations is a type 2 servo. This
type of servo has the ability of producing a closed loop system which will
have zero position error for a relatively constant or slowly varying velocity
ownand. However, the transient position error with respect to varying
velocity eoamands is of equal irportance. Again referring to Figure 2.3.8-1
the addition of a velocity ccmn&nd will inprove the transient behavior
of the servo. The electrical compensation and gain in the velocity co mend
are adjusted such that the resultant closed loop servo has the following
transfer function:
:	 wn_..,
R(s)	 S', + 2 ;wn S +
wn
Where: R(s) = position input comrand
XP - Servo position
von = natural frequency of a second order system
s damning ratio
the	 c response and syster. accuracy may be judged by
evaluating the system error. Zhe system error is found by taking the
difference between the actual system and an ideal system.
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The error as a function of the input Leoomes:
	
E (s) = R(s)	 1	 E
(s)
S + wnA
_	 wn
a R(8) 
1 + 2 t wn S+ w n
wit
= R($) S2
S + 2;wnS + wn
For a stop command in velocity (ramp comrand in positi"
	
R(s) 	 _A7	 Where A is the amplitude of the
velocity step.
Zhe error for this type b£ cm, land then Leem s.-
=	 A
	
t(8)	
S ♦ 2 tw n S + wn
In the tine daaain
At(t) 
=	 w 1-	 e
_
t
n
Selecting vr^ = 12.5 rad/sec and = 0.7
E(t)= 0.112 Ae- 8.75t sin (8.93t)
sin wn 1^ t
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i
A time history plot of the above yields:
i	
t	 !
j.-
i
From the plot the maxim= position error is 0.036A inches and m=urs
at 0.08 seconds after the step. The position error is down to 5% of the mu min
in 0.32 saoords.
Zhe Northrop terrain model gantry X-axis servo is closed in a
similar manner. A strip chart recorder trace is shade below for a
+ 0.1 izVsec step in velocity with the result&nt position error.
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Tachometer	 Velocity CAn[nand	 Position Error
output
A good agreement exists between the predicted position error and the error
shown on the recorder tape. 	 .
Probe RotationR^ec^uirements
The mechanism within the probe assembly which orients
the optical system relative to the terrain model consists of a
pitch gimbal supported by a yaw gimbal which is mounted to the
housing of the probe. Roll motion is achieved by rotation of an
optical element about the optical axis (see Figure 4.2.1-1).
A right hand coordinate system is assumed in this analysis
as shown in the figure. Each gimbal has its own coordinate
system. When gimbal angles are zero, their coordinate systems
coincide with the inertial coordinate system shown.
The following nomenclature defines terms used in
this analysis:
0 M' OM' OM 	 Roll element angular displacement velocity
and acceleration relative to the fixed housing
A M, AM, B M	 Pitch gimbal angular displacement, velocity
and acceleration relative to the yaw gimbal
0M' ^M' OM	 Yaw gimbal angular displacement, velocity
and acceleration relative to the fixed housing
p, q, r	 Simulated aircraft roll, pitch, and yaw
velocities
Simulated aircraft roll, pitch, and yaw
accelerations
For clarity the subscripts p are dropped in the majority
of this analysis.
The first optical element encountered by light rays
emanating from the terrain model is mounted on the pitch gimbal.
To provide the correct image orientation, the coordinate system
of this gimbal must coincide with that of the simulated aircraft
and have the same velocities and accelerations.
Therefore, through coordinate transformations, the
relative velocities 9 p , and VI.p are written in the pitch coordinate
system. (The roll velocity 0 requires no such transformation
since this element could theoretically be placed at any point
along the optical axis). These velocities are then set equal to the
aircraft rates.
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j x	 pi
i
i
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FIGURE 4.2.1-1 PROBE GIMBAL COORDINATES
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Ii,-	 1	 0	 -sin A	 p
0	 1	 0	 9	 q	 (1)
0	 0	 cos A	 r
By inverting this matrix we obtain the gimbal relative velocities
in terms of p, q and r
1	 0	 tan A
	 p
9	 0	 1	 0	 q	 (2)
0	 0	 sec A	 r
i as computed in these equations corresponds to aircraft rates.
However, rotation of the pitch and yaw gimbals introduces
additional roll which must be removed by "de-roll" of the roll
mechanism. Since any of the terms above can take on positive
or negative signs
^p max 	 ^ ± 9 4= p + q + r (tan A + . sec 3)	 (3)1.
The pitch gimbal is limited in motion
-600 < 9 < 300
The roll and yaW motion are' .continuous. -
Using the maximum (either positive or negative)
values of the aircraft rates (p, q, and r) as given in Table 2.
the maximum velocities can be computed. The maximum velocity in
pitch from equations (2) is:
Ap max = q = 1.05 ra/sec
To obtain the maximum yaw velocity, the angle A must be at
-600 and the value of r is negative. This velocity is:
kmax = r sec e = 3.5 ra/sec
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The maximum roll velocity, again assuming 0 - -600
 and that
r is negative, is from equation (3).
ip max - p + q + r (tan e + sec 0) - 9.3 ra/sec
These maximum velocities can be taken as the no-load velocities
in the design of these probe servos.
In general for gimbal systems the acceleration relative
to inertial space governs the maximum acceleration for which
servo systems must be designed. However, in this case there
are no external accelerations acting on the system so the problem
is simplified.
The acceleration of the pitch gimbal must equal the
pitch rate of the aircraft.
B = q
8
max = 
q
max 21 	 ra/sec2
The yaw gimbal is directly supported by fixed structure. Therefore,
its inertial acceleration about the axis of rotation is simply
the derivative of the velocity as given in equation (2). _
=	 d r sec 8dt
= r sec 9+ 6 r sec 0 tan 0
sec 9 (z + q r tan 0)
This value is maximum when A'= -60° and r is negative
2Amax 9.9 ra/sec
Similarly the acceleration of the roll mechanism is the derivative
of equation (3).
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p + q + i ( tan 0 . + sec 0) + r 4 (sec2 0 + tan 0 sec 0)
p+q+r (tan g +sec0) +rgsec0 (sec@+tan0)
This is maximum when 0 - -600, and r and r are negative
A~max	 24.6 ra/sec2
The servo motors must be capable of accelerating the inertia
loads while they are at some velocity. Therefore, it is assumed
that they must be capable of these maximum accelerations when
the velocities are one-half of their maximum values. Assuming
a straight line torque-velocity characteristic for the torque
motors, the stall acceleration for which the servos must be
designed become double these maximum values.
Op stall = 50 ra/sec2
so	
20p stall = 20 ra/sec
w
p stall = 3.5 ra/sec2
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Focus Servo Requirements
The probe focus servo (FM) notions are a function of the
combined motions of the probe pitch and yaw along with the vertical MkI
notions of the gantry when it is near the terrain model. As a worst case
change in altitude near the ground it is assumed the helicopter is in a
dive and executes a maximum g pull-up at an altitude of A2 such that the
aircraft will clear the terrain by an altitude Al.
O
Vh = horizontal velocity
V = vertical velocity
0	 - flight path dive angle
Above the altitude A2 the vertical velocity is V^.
Below A2 the vertical velocity is governed by the circle with radius R.
The equations for vertical motion below altitude A 2 are:
A	 = R (1-cos a) + Al
A - R pin a
A	 - R a.2 cos a + R a sin a
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Focus Servo
If Vh'} 
VV the tangential velocity around the circle is
approximately Vh. The radius R then becomes:
Vh
R 
= 
32.2g	 When g is the pull-up acceleration
Listed below are the helicopter performance characteristics and terrain
clearance specification which are to apply for this analysis.
Vh = 200 ft/sec (120 kts)
v = 50 ft/sec
g = 2 (3 a pull-up less one gravity )
Al = 16 feet
the equations for vertical motion below altitude A2 then becomes:
A = 621 (1-cos a) +16	 ft
A - 200 sin a
	
ft/sec
A = 64.4 cos a	 ft/sect
Selecting a from 0 to 14° in 2° increments and applying the terrain scale
factor of 300:1 * yields the vertical probe motion near the model.
Altitude	 Vertical Velocity
	
Vertical "leratiwi
(mm)
	
(mm/sec)	 (no/sec )
16.0 0 64.4
16.4 7 64.4
17.5 14 64.2
19.4 21 64.1
22.0 28 63.8
25.4 35 63.4
29.6 42 63.0
34.5 48 62.5
40.0 50 0
*The final scale factor selected which would yield the worst case vertical
motion is 250:1. A scale factor of 300:1 was the requirement sent to the prnx
study subcontractor. The difference is 20% and will not significantly effect
the final probe servo power requirements.
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4.2.2	 PROJECTOR ROLL MECHANISM
The projector roll mechanism, together with the
probe roll mechanism in the image generation system, controls
the roll motion of the image as projected on the screen. A
high degree of smoothness and accuracy is imperative in the
display so that the scene as viewed by the pilot will be
accurately presented and be free of discernable jitter.
The capability of the projector roll servo to
achieve this smoothness and accuracy is highly dependent on
the dynamic characteristics of the projector support structure.
A dynamic analysis of this structure and an analysis of the
servo system are presented ir, t`.is section.
Structural Dynamics
A preliminary design of the roll mechanism support
structure is shown in drawing PD 500 (see Section 5.3).
It includes the rotating structure, which supports the three
detailed display projectors and the two preipheral projectors,
and the "back-up" structure which reacts the servomotor torque.
Since no knowledge of the moving base structure
is available at this time it is assumed that the mechanical
impedance of the structure is high enough that is can be
considered infinitely rigid for purposes of this prelirr.i.nary
investigation. Therefore the roll support structure is considered
to be terminated at the point where the yaw support member is
attached to the moving base.
Drawing PD 500 served as a basis for constructing
an analytical model of the structure. This model is shown
in Figure 4.2.2-1. Due to the extremely preliminary nature
of this design a highly detained representation of the structure
was not warranted and simplifications were made to expedite the
analysis.
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considered only in the
sloping yaw support member
tailed display projectors were
assumptions effectively
in the roll axis from those
The roll structure was
zero angular position. Also the
and the member supporting the de
assumed to be horizontal. These
decouple the structural dynamics
in the pitch axis.
With the projectors in the zero roll position
the structure was assumed to be infinitely rigid about the
vertical axis. This is of course not true but it is quite
rigid about this axis and considerably more rigidity than is
shown in the present state of the design can be readily incorporated.
With these basic assumptions the strrctural analysis
divides into two parts:
1. Dynamics of the structure about the roll axis
2. Dynamics in the x - y plane (about the pitch axis)
In constructing the model with lumped springs and
masses, the stiffness of all bending members was represented
by a single torsional spring with rigid members joining'the
springs to the lumped masses. Torsional members were of course
represented by additional torsional springs. Spring constants
were estimated from the structure shown in drawing PD 500
assuming the material to be aluninum.
The three detailed display projectors with their
support bracketry were lumped together as one mass. The two
peripheral projectors, the counterbalance weight, and surrounding
supports were lumped together as another mass. A small rotating
inertia was incorporated for analytical convenience to represent
the inertia of the motor and gear train. Three other relatively
small masses were located to represent support structure mass.
The values assigned to each mass and spring are
shown in Figure 4.2.2-1.
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M2
	 00 lb	 K2 = 7.9 x 108
I30	 2.5 x 10 4 lb-in2 Motor Inertia	 K5 = 1.0 x 108
M	 2400 lb	 K s 4.8 x 1084	 Peripheral Proj.	 6
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160 a 2.0 x 10 5 lb-in2	 Projectors	 K12	 6.0 x 107
FI60RE 4.2.2-1
PROJECTOR SUPPORT STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS MODEL
.	
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M1
WRoll Axis Structural Dynamics
Six coordinates were required to describe the motion
of the projector support structure about the roll axis. These
were designated Pl' 02' 03' 04' 0s • and 96 as shown in Figure
4.2.2-1. In the servo analysis a coordinate describing tho
differential motion between the torque motor output shaft and
the back-up structure was required. This coordinate
4 0°03--02
was substituted in the equations of the motion in r1ace of P3.
Three transfer functions were required for the servo analysis:
1. Driving point mobility (drive point velocity divided
by the applied torque).
2. Transmissibility between the drive point and the position
to be controlled ( the three detailed display projectors)
•
	
	
3. Transmissibility between the drive point and the motion
measured by the feedback potentiometer (difforenti.al
motion between the rotating structure and the back-up
structure).
The drive point mobility (in Laplace transforms) obtained
from the dynamic analysis is
S1+54.e S =+1 js L S s; 972 j51'+ 45 ' Spa-
A %9	
..^^.1 .^	 o54,2 s J^ 163 z ^^ 297 L ^1 14 AM	 352.01'/T .. 
X4.395 53+J521 51+29x1 ( Ss_,_±C? £ii 1 	,
152 % 1 2902-/%63 8'- It 1450 2- ^l^ -42.70&
The squared values in the Ws are the frequencies in radians
per second where zeroes and poles appear in the frequency
spe ,ntrum. The constant 4.39 in the denominator represents the
total inLrtii of the rotating parts ( 7020 lb-in-sec2 ) divided
by the square of the gear ratio (40:1) between the drive
nk,;'.or an" the rotating structure. It was not necessary to
include this gear train in the structural model except for its
rigidity (as modified by the gear ratio) represented by the
spring K 7 . However the servo analysis is based on using the
motor as the driving point so this modification of the inertia
is included here.
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The transmissibility from the driving point to the projectors
is	
3Ss+ 141s Sk 	' a - 74X 1--Nc a9i ^^ 741 ^c-----^c--^
AS O 	 A%+5A.2rX
5^' 1 5 7- Sx+297' Ss+1_ 4 ; a	 a40	 54.21 
	
165 ` l 29^^ ^^ Ia^Co ^^	 Z0%
Two items in this transfer function warrant further explanation.
The negative values in the numerator place zeros for the transfer
function in the right half plane of a root locus plot. This
means that a,180 degree phase shift referred to the drive point
has taken place. This actually occurs at the higher natural
frequencies of vibration.
The two blank terms in the numerator indicate that
two more roots exist. However their values are unknown due to
the not uncommon occurence where eigenvalue computer programs
fail to extract all the roots for ill-conditioned matrices as
existed in this case. From other considerations it has heen
determined that the frequencies of these zeros are higher
than the other zeros in this function and will not cause any
ill. effects in performance.
The transmissibility between the driving point
and the differential motion across the feedback potentiometer
+253ZI1 
C5
is ... C g IOO z 2^t gz	 ^^s^14^O • -Q 0
	
,40 /5^f 54.22^ j.,'4 165 7- 1r.S'z+?. 9 r:,>?_a• 1•^84 1/5?►t_351l 4.2 2 ` ! 65 J` Z97' ` l^•5v J`^ 357-0$ J
Again the missing zero terms are a result of the failure of
the computer program to extract all of the roots.
The grea;.::st contributor to low frequencies in the
above transfer functions is the compliance of the spring K7
which represents the wind -up in the gear train. However this
compliance is .inside the closed loop of the servo system and,
as discussed below in the section on roil analysis, is not
detrimental to performance.
­-I
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Pitch Axis Structural Dynamics
The equations of motion for the pitch axis structural
analysis required four coordinates, 8 1 , 8 2 , 05 , and 86 as
shown in Figure 4.2.2-1 to describe the system. A fifth
coordinate 
e0 is added to define the motion of the base of
the structure for computing transmissibility from the base to
the detailed display projectors. The resulting transmissibility.
based on the values shown in Figure 4.2.2-1 is
eL =	 y 5$.2L' )1 157%
0o	 + +1712.-)
C 5't8
Sx	 a Ss+ IZ 	 Ss+ A.2 s, .f
--- 
.^..^c- P^ -^t---171 L
	
14.2V
The low frequency of 38.9 rad/see poses a problem
since this is only about twice the band width of the motion
base servos. Since the structure is lightly damped an amplification
of 20-25 db can be expected at resonance. This would cause
unacceptable motion of the projected scene. For the purposes
of this analysis an acceptable motion of this projected image
is on the order of + 0.2 degrees.
Each of the six degrees of freedom of the :notion
base will have the motion characteristics of a s tiz, 0.7 damped
second order system. Considering only the pitch motion, for
example, with a nominal 1 rad /sec t acceleration the lowest
natural frequency of the structure should be greater than
70 rad/sec (11 . 1 Hz) in order to limit objectionable motion
to + 0.2 degrees. Superimposed additional base motions such as
heave (0.31 g) would We=an even higher natural. frequencies
would be required to meet this criterion.
It therefore becomes apparent that a more rigid
structure than that shown in drawing PD 500 is required.
However there are practical limits to the rigidity which can
be achieved since the frequency varies as the square root of the
stiffness and space limitations become a problem. A reasonable
goal for the lowest natural frequency is 15 Hz (94 rad/sec).
To increase the frequencies to required values,
considerable modification of the strur*,+re shown in drawing
PD 500 will be required. In part ;cular the vertical member
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which supports the roll axis will require considerable enlargement
to cross section. To obtain the space required for such a
strccture an opening may be required in the rear portion of
the screen. Such an opening may be desirable in any case for
ease of accesb to the cockpit and would not be a problem in
design. It would not limit the operation of the simulator in
any way.
Additi4
structure can be
(1/4-inch plates
analysis) and by
appear to pose a
discussed above.
Dnal rigidity in other members of the support
readily achieved by use of thicker plates
were assumed for much of the structure in this
enlargement of cross sections. Space does not
problem except for the vertical support
In addition to the problem existing in the pitch
axis as shown by this analysis, the effects on the roll servo
system must be considered. In this analysis with the projectors
at the zero position angle, pitch axis dynamics are not coupled
with roll. However when the projectors are rolled to off-zero
angles, coupling will exist. Analysis of , this condition is
beyond the scope of this preliminary investigation, but it
must certainly be considered when proceeding with a final design.
As a matter of interest the problems of low frequencies
in projector supports has been experienced in Northrop's Large
Amplitude Simulator. A successful solution which has in no way
degraded the simulation has been to limit all motion base commands
to frequencies below 10 Hz.
A source of higher frequency vibration which could
excite natural frequencies of the projector support system is
the possible inclusion of a buffet seat in the cockpit. It
is imperative that the design of such a seat be such that the
buffet forces would be inherently self-cancelling so minimum
vibration would be transmitted to the base and projectors.
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Roll Servo Analysis
Power Requirements - The roll of the image is the sum of the pro-
jector roll and the optical scanning probe roll. The power required
for the projection roll servo is a function of how these two rolls -
are mixed.
One approach consists of mixing the roll motions such that
most of the roll between ± 45 degrees is performed by the projector
and the remaining roll (up to ± 900 ) * by the probe. This approach
requires large roll accelerations in the transition between the
servos. This can be illustrated by assuming the image rolled 900
and then commanded to level.	 If the image is rolling at 1000/sec
as it enters the transition region and it is desired to accelerate
the projector roll servo up to the image roll velocity in loo the
roll acceleration becomes:
2	 2p1p =
	
p	 -	 100	
=	 500 deg/sec
	
20p r
	
2 (10)
This acceleration is not practical for the large projector. roll
servo. In addition, the scene will show some deterioration during
the transition from one servo to the other.
A more acceptable mixing function would require one
half the image roll from the projector and the otherhalf from the
probe for roll angles up to ± 90 0 . This. has the effect of eliminat-
ing the transition region and reducing the required motions of the
projector roll servo to one half the aircraft roll performance
parameters of Table 2.2-2.
If image roll angles
particular task the p
roll performed by the
window will be rolled
of greater than ± 90 0 are required for a
rojector roll will be locked and the total
probe. This is required since the projector
the wrong way as the scene rolls past 900.
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For tasks which require roll angles limited to ± 45°
the total roll could be performed by the projector roll. In this
case the projector roll must have the capability of reproducing the
motions of the aircraft.
The peak motion envelope for this servo will, therefore,
be established by sizing the drive components with the capability
of reproducing the aircraft mxinwm roll motion requirements during dis-
turbance inputs from the motion base. The projector roll is mass
balanced and will not be effected by the motion base rectilinear
accelerations. The worst case disturbance will occur when the
projector system has its maximum yaw angle of 40°. In this position
a component of both pitch and roll acceleration will be seen by
the projector roll servo. From Table 2.2-3 the motion base pitch and
roll accelerations are both ± 1 rad/sec t . The projector roll
servo will then experience a disturbance acceleration of
0 p (disturbance) = 1 cos 400 + 1 cos (900 - 40°) = 1.43.r /S2
The required aircraft roll motion (Table 2.2-2) are:
Jd (aircraft) = ± 1000/sec = 1.75 r/s
0 (aircraft) = ± 1500/sec2 = 2.62 r/s2
These motions are not peak require=ments and are, there-
fore, increased by 2/3 such that simultaneous aircraft motions may
be performed.
The projector roll stall acceleration anq no-load velocity
requirement then become
ylp (no-load) = (1 2/3)(1.75) = 2.92 r/s
Go
0p (stall)
	
= (1 2/3)(2.62) + 1.41 - 5.78 r/s2
From the mobility determined in the beginning of this section
the total load inertia .referenced about the roll pivot point is 7019 in-lb-sect.
The torque about the roll pivot point then becomes:
T	 p(stall) = 7019(5.78) = 40,570 in-lb.
The size of this torque along with the velocity require-
ments overwhelmingly favors a hydraulic drive. Stiffness of the
hydraulic system is of particular importance. For this reason
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a WSI Model 35 axial rolling vane hydraulic motor has been selected.
This motor has a large torque with a small volume of trapped fluid
within the motor. The amount of trapped fluid determines the effective
spring rate due to fluid compliance. The motor with a 10:1 integral
gear head package has the capability of producing 11,080 in-1b of
torque with a differential pressure of 2000 psi. The maximum motor
output speed is 15.7 rad/sec. With an additional 4:1 spur gear
reduction added the motor will produce
Tmotor = 11,020 (4) = 44,320 in-lb
motor = 1`I— 	 3.93 rad/sec
These are well within the requirements and allow for items which
have been ignored such as friction, tolerance on calculated
inertia, etc.
Analytical Development Of The 0,, - Servo - The projector roll
hydraulic control system is analyzed utilizing tho following spnbol
definitions:
C.	 Valve flow coefficient with respect to the
input current to the valve coil*
C 
	 Valve flow coefficient with respect to load
differential pressure
e
	 System drive voltage at main summing junction
el	 Difference between a and the sum of position
and velocity feedback voltages
e2	 Valve coil input voltage
i
	
Valve coil current
ko	 Effective spring rate due to fluid compliance
K
	
DC forward loop gain
K 
	 Feedback position senor electrical gain
Kv	 Feedback rate sensor electrical gain
L
	
Leakage coefficient of hydraulic motor
N
	
Adiabatic bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid
PL
	 Differential pressure across hydraulic motor
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_	
^._^	 m. .
T _ _ ^_.
t	 P
s	
System supply pressure
Q	 Total flow rate from the servo valve
qc	 Flow rate which results in fluid compression
qo	 Flow rate which results in motor motion
qp	 Flow rate which leaks past motor
S	 Laplace operator
A kpm Differential velocity between the hydraulic motor
rotor and the motor frame
,ak pl Differential velocity between yaw support structure
and the rcll support structure
0p	 Velocity of the projector platform
T 	 Output torque of the hydraulic motor referenced
to the motor shaft
TRl
 Transmissibility of the structure relating the
motor differential motion  to the motion of the
projector platform
TR2 Transmissibility of the structure relating the
notor motion to Cho rmtion of the feedback
elements
Driving point mobility of the-total load referenced
to the motor shaft
Vd	 Volumetric displacement of the hydraulic motor
V 	 Trapped fluid volume within hydraulic motor
wn	 Generalized undamped natural frequency of the
hydraulic servo valve
Damping ratio of the servo valve
Using the aforementioned notations the following
relationships may be formed. Equation (2) represents the operation
of a 4 -way flow control valve with constant (linearized) flow
coefficients. Equation 6 is cor. uted for a rotary motor including
trapped fluid in hydraulic lines and valve.
Q=qo + q c + q p	 (1)
^	 C.i
^	 Q=	 2	 1	 2 -CpPL	 (2)S + 2^wnS + 
"'n
_	
2W
n
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% = Vd
 (motor differential velocity)
qc = Vd 
2 
S PL
o
qp = LPL
4Vd2N
ko =	 Vt	 -
Tin = VA
The above equations form the block diagram below:
Jd
CL
Vo
^ ^	 rnca-.on
1Cc
The equation for the flow through a 4-way valve is:
_4	 Ki P s- P	
K- orifice coefficient 	 (8)
The values of Ci and Cp are defined as follows:
- 
ao 1Ci	 \ 81	 PL = constant	 (9)
Cp = (	 (i0)
a	 i = constant
(3)
(4)
(S)
(6)
(7)
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Combining equations 8, 9, and 10
Ci ffi K Pa - PL
cp ^- 2	 iPs -PL
A Moog series 73-104 valve has been selected. This valve has
the following characteristics:
Valve coil inductance (series coils) (Lc) 	 3 henry
Valve coil resistance (series coils) (Rd r 40052
Rated current for full flow (series coils) tt 7.5 ma
Rated flow @ 1000 psi valve drop = 81.62 in 3/sec.
The valve flow coefficient is found utilizing the above
parameters and equation 8
K	 0	 81.62 in3/sec 	 0.34
i PV $ '" PL	 7.5 ma 1000
Selecting an operating point where the valve opening is
5% of maximum and P L is 1/3 of the 2000 psi supply pressure the
valve linearized flow coefficients become:
C	 = _ 0.34 x 7.5 x 0.05
P	 2	 1333
Ci	 0.34 vF1333	 = 12.4
1.75X10`3 in3/sec
lb/in2
in  sec
ma
The relationship between valve .coil voltage to valve coil
current is:
i	 l/Rc
e2 	 ^S+RcLc
Rc Lc
2.5
	 ma
S+133	 vot
133
The lag produced by the Rc time constant may be removed
by utilizing current feedback around the driving amplifier.
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Selecting R - Rc and R  = R  the transfer function for the above
becomes:
e2	 - 2.5 volt
The dynamic value characteristics relating load flow with
zero load pressure drop to input current ( see equation 2) is shown
by a frequency response plot in the valve specifications. The
amplitude and phase characteristics of this frequency response
are adequately represented by a 0 . 9 damped second order system with
a natural frequency of 880 rad/sec.
The Washington Scientific Industries hydraulic motor.
model .35 has a volumetric displacement ( V d )of 0.554 in3/rad.
The volume .of fluid under compression within the motor is 1.75 in 3.
An additional 3 in 3 volume of fluid is trapped in the valve and
manifold block. The total trapped fluid volume (Vt ) then becomes
4.75 in 3 . From equation 6 the spring rate due to fluid compliance
then becomes:
2
4 V 	 N	
_	 4 x 0.554 x 0.554 x 2 x 105
ko 	 V 	 4.75
ko	 5.17 x 104	
rl^ an
The maximum port to port leakage ( I.) for a 2.5 id per re-
volution hydraulic motor is 0.065 in 3/min/psi obtained from an
evaluation conducted by Fagasus Laboratories in February 1968. It
is assumed the maximum, port to port leakage for the larger 3.48 in 
per revolution hydraulic motor is
►
L =	 3 ' 48 x 0.065 = 0.091 in3/min/psi
1.52 x 10-3 in3/sec/psi_
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PL
qo
306
S + 551)
551
S•Li.`'	 IC.`i` J
C.
c` +15 Z`
^'^3t $( 1-52 /
The basic block diagram of the 0p - servo is shown in
Figure 4.2.2-2. The mobility and transmissibilities were derived
previously and is listed below
	
S 2
 + 54.2 2)(S 2  + 1652)
54.2 	165	 /
	
4.39 S
	
S + 152 1
C 152 2 	J
Dynamics above 40 Ra have
S2 + 141 2 	been neglected
a C	 141
1	 S2 + 54.2 2 S2 ++ 165^r
40	 2	 )(	 254.2	 165
S2
 + 1002_1Cam2 - /TR	 0
S + 54.2	 S + 165
40(	 2 ) (	 254.4	 165
The inner Cp + L loop closure of Figure 4.2.2-2 yields:
The combined load, valve and moor loop is next solved by the
solution of the following block diagram. Dynamics above 40 liz
have been neglected.
AC^ jr, %
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Ii
1	 2 + 54.222 + 165
31	 (	 ) ( .554)--\4-.3 
	
_ ,
pM	 3069
	 54.2 (^ l^65	 _
2	
^2 + 165 2 	S2 + l5?.2e2	 (306) (.554) 2	 1_	 + 54.2 »..^ h  .....	 254.39	 54. 2 C 16	 \	 152
S2 + 54. 2 2	 S2 + 16 52
56 54.2	 \	 165=	 —
S + 26.3	 S + 121.8	 S2 + 13 .6S + 1582
26.3
	 121.8	 \	 158
The final form of the 0p - Servo block diagram then becomes:
L^ ..
	
5	 (	 2^.i^ \^ ^1.1.Z 1(L t^.i +^r+lf^y
+	 A ►c.c.
i^ p ^ *	 In i^	 -, ^	 \	 k ^• .
.263Judiciously selecting A = K S +
+26	 and Kp/Kv = 5 leads to
the root locus plot of Figure 4.2.2-3. Closing the loop with a
gain of 56KKp	 = 220 yields closed loop poles with desirable
40
locations.
The final closed loop transfer function between voltage
command to motor differential motion is:
	
40	 S2 + 54.S2 + 1652	 S
L FPM
	 K 
	
54^ 165
e1	 S + 5.7	 S2+ 85.7S+ 60.8 21(S 2 + 44.2S + 177 
2
C 5.7	 )	 60.8	 177
To obtain a servo which is characterized by a 0.7 damped, 25
rad/sec second order system the above transfer function is modified
by open loop input compensation constructed in part by the sum of
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x = ^lrtO L.
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X
l'^O
G' ^ ^ '.
	 '	 — loo • -.`s ^_ -
-Z,::03
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6  (command velocity)
_
el
S + 5.7Kc 	 5.7
S
the rate and position command signals. The desired compensation
with respect to rate command will have the following transfer function:
S2 + 85.7S + 60.82
.8
CS2 + 35S + 252
25
rate plus	 electrical input
position	 compensation
command
signal
Combining the input compensation and the transmissibility
relating motor differential motion to the motion of the projector
;platform yields the final closed loop results.
K 	 S2 + 141`
0i- a	
K	 1412
e 	 S	 35S + 252 l ( S 2 + 44.25 + 177
C	
+ 
25 	 1772
This transfer function is a mc^tch within 2 degrees of an ideal
0.7 damped 25 rad/sec second-order system out to 25 rad/soc..This
is well within the frequency phase angle requirements.
The system closed-loop complex compliance may now be calculated
using the block diagram of Figure 4.2.2-2. The relationship
between inputs at the torque sumn.ing point and inputs at the primary
voltage summing point is given by:
Td	 a	 (40) ( 0.554
el
S + 26.3
(306) (12.4) (2.5) K	 26.3
S
	
2.1 x 1 05 K	 (S + 26.31
^ . 3 JS
T
Combining
	
and with the expression for the closed loop transfer
function relating
	
^pPti1
el	 and the transmissibility relating
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•OP 14 
yields the closed loop omplianee.
O
._._ = 
el =	 _ , _ 	 1
Ta	 Td
	 el, 	 pM	 S
S ( S2+1412
2.1 X105 	 5 7S + 26.31 
^S2 +85.7S+ 60 2 SZ	 4.2S 4. 1772(L+
5.7 ! C 6.3	 60.8	 177
56 IQtp
c,^However, --^— = 220 (the position/velocity open loop LO
The constant for the-P transfer function then beconrm
Td
56	
= 3.03 X 10-8
2.1 X 10 X 220 X 40
Zhe mwdrram couplex compliance a plitude of 1.42 X C7 	 rad
occurs at a frequency of 12 rad/sec (1.9 11z).
It is asstared that the accelerations from the rioticnz bast: am..
applied to the roll projector total inertia re ferenccd to the pivot: point
of the roll projector. In addition the action base acralcraticxss will be
filtered by the dynamics of the ration base. From section 2.2 the motion
base dynamics are characteristics by a 0 . 7 damped 18.8 rad/sec second order
system. The motion base acceleration to projector motion (with rciTr^^t to
the motion 'base) then becomes:
Plc+ '.jV .-10 r	 i
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'111eYI
( S2 + 141  l
OP	 2.13 X 10-
4
S
 \ 1417
P motion j SZ + 26.35 + 18.82 S + 5.7 S + 26.3)01^ase
	 `C18.8	 5.7	 \ 26.3
S2 + 85.7S + 60.82 S2 + 44.25 + 1772/
60.8
	 177`	 X	 J
Zhis transfer funct ion has a mraximwn amplitude of 9.54 X 1074 rad/rad/sec2
occuring at a lxe Ti-ncy of 10 rad/sec. (1.6 Hz).
'Ilse worst case motion base acceleration coupling to the projector
roll servo will occur with the projector assembly a t- its maxim= yaw
angle of 40 degrees. In this position a eoaponent of acceleration from, both
the motion base pitch and yaw are disturbance inputs to the roll projector
servo. Frown Table 2.2-3 the maxinum value of motion base pitch and yaw
accelerations are both + 1 rad/sec t. The maxi.mtrn yielding of the roll projector
sea-.,o is then:
0p (servo yield) _ + (9.54 X 10 4 ) (cos 40 1 + cos (90° - 401)
+ 1.34 X 
10-3 radian (+ 0.0e)
t
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}4.2.3
	
Sky-Horizon Projector Kinematics	 t
; i	The Sky-Horizon projector must be designed to
provide angular accelerations and velocities of the.projected	
r
image which will correspond with the maneuvering performance
.in roll, pitch, and yaw of the simulated helicopter. In addition
to providing these operating characteristics # it must withstand
the accelerations imposed by the moving base of the simulator.
The dir:ct effect of the velocities and
accelerations on the Sky-Horizon projector design is in the
selection of drive motors and gear ratios (if any) which can
provide required torquas and velocities. In addition, the
angular accelerations plus those of gravity and translational
accelerations determine the loads on the gimbal. bearings.
In this analysis it is assumed that all
	 J
gimbals are statically balanced. Therefore the translational
motion of the moving base of the simulator will have no effect
on the gimbal motion and need only be considered in computing
bearing loads.
The helicopter performance criteria to be con-
sidered in designing the Sky-Horizon gimbals are the roll,
pitch, and yaw velocities (p, q, and r respectively) and the
roll, pitch, and yaw accelerations (p, q, and r respectively).
In addition, the motion base characteristics of roll, pitch,
and yaw velocities (0 8 O respectively) and roll, pitch,
and yaw accelerations (plc , Ac , Wc , respectively) are presented
i
to achieve desired simulator performance.
An assumption has been made in the analysis
that the maximum angular velocities and accelerations of the
moving base will occur when it is near the center of its travel,
i.e., the angular disFlacement is small enough that its effects
can be ignored.
A right hand coordinate system as shown in
Figure 4.2.3-1 was selected for defining the Sky-Horizon projector
geometry. Each gimbal contains its own coordinate system and
when all gimbals are at an angle of zero as shown in the figure,
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'	 Z
Yaw Gimbal	 iI
e
e	 -r	 --
i
Pitch Gimbal
Y
0	 I
Motion Base
0, 	 Rotations
FIGURE 4.2.3-1 SKY-HORIZON PROJECTOR COORDINATES
the three gimbal coordinate systems coincide.
To provide the proper image on the screen the
outermost gimbal (yaw gimbal) must have motion relative to the
cockpit of the simulator which is exactly opposite to that of
the helicopter maneuvers. Since the aircraft motion parameters
p, q, r, p, q,r can take either positive or negative signs, it
was convenient in this analysis to attribute these motions to
the yaw gimbal with positive signs as for a right hand system.
(The aircraft would of necessity then be in a left hand system,
but this is of no consequence here.)
The first step in the analysis is -to define the
motions of each gimbal relative to its supporting gimbal.
vs =	 velocity of the yaw gimbal relative to the
pitch gimbal
6s -	 velocity of the pitch gimbal relative to the
roll gimbal
0s =	 velocity of the roll gimbal relative to the
cockpit
S acceleration of the yaw g imbal relative to
the pitch gimbal
to
6s =	 acceleration of the pitch gimbal relative to
the roll gimbal
0s -	 acceleration of the roll gimbal relative to
the cockpit
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`	
	 For clarity these subscripts will be dropped in the following
equations.
The relative gimbal. velocities have been derived
in terms of the helicopter maneuvering velocity:
p)	 1	 sin 0 tan 0	 -cos 0 tan A	 p
g	 0	 COS.	 sin pJ	 q	 (1)
0	 -sin	 sec A	 cos	 sec A	 r
where 0 = roll gimbal angle
A = pitch gimbal angle
The relative gimbal acceleration:,,
	determined in terms of
the helicopter accelerations and the gimbal velocities
A 1	 sin p	 tan 0	 -cos 0	 tan A p
g =	 0	 cos	 sin 0 tl +
kb 0	 -sin	 sec 0	 cos 0	 sec A r
	
tan A	 0	 -sec A pl
0	 cos A
	
0	 (2)
	-sec A	 0	 tan A 8 w
Note in the above equations $, e, ^ and 0. , 9, and W are scalar
values and are not to be considered as vector quantities as
might be indicated by the form of the equations.
The velocity requirements for the gimbals depend
only on those velocities required to meet helicopter performance
criteria. This follows from the fact that all gimbals are
supported on the cockpit base and are not influenced by the motion
of the base. Therefore equations (1) suffice for determining
gimbal velocity requirements.
The acceleration requirements, however, which
are required for sizing torque motors and for computing bearing
loads depend on motion in inertial space. Therefore, the moving
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base velocities (plc , Ac , and tic ) and accelerations (Rc , Ac , and
Vc ) must be taken into account.
These accelerations are designated as inertial
accelerations to distinguish their difference from the gimbal--
to-gimbal relative accelerations given in equations (2). The
following matrix equations for the inertial accelerations are
written in terms of the moving base motion characteristics and
the values given in equations (1) and (2).
The inertial acceleration vector for the roll
gimbal relative to the cockpit is:
	
1	 0	 0	 c	 + jd
	
plop 0	 cos 0 sin 0	 0c + A ^C	 (3)
	0	 -sin 0 cos 0 j	 Oc	 # ec
The first component of
roll axis. The second
about the y and z axes
bearing loads.
The inert
gimbal relative to the
this vector is the acceleration about the
and third components are the accelerations
of the roll gimbal and contribute to
ial acceleration vector.for the pitch
roll gimbal is:
cos a	 sin 0 sin a -Cos 0 sin a
^	 •M
^c + Ace sin 0
+	 { c a COs
e^ = 0	 COS .0 sin 0 ec + 8 COS 0 tic
- e Sin .0 (A + kc)
lri a	 -sin 0 cos a cos 0 cos a {rJC + e sin 0 - ecA
+ e COs .0 0 + ic)
(4)
The second component provides the acceleration about the pitch
axis. The first and third components are accelerations about the
x and z axis of the pitch gimbal for computing bearing loads.
The inertial acceleration vector for the yaw gimbal
relative to the pitch gimbal is:
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cos 0 cos e
WA -sin cos 6
sin A
cos 0 sin 0 sin A
+ sin 0 cos 0
-sin 0 sin 0 sin A
+ cos 0 cos fd
-sin 0 cos A
l
-cos O cos 0 sin A Oc+OCr
+ sin 0 sin 0	 +0-- Ocq
sin 0 cos 0 sin A 0C+ tZcp
+ cos 0 sin 0	 4$--Acr
cos 0 cos A	 c+Acq
+r--6cr
(5)
The third component is the acceleration about the yaw axis.
The first and second components are about the x and y axis of
the yaw gimbal.
Maximum Gimbal Velocities
The maximum gimbal velocities are obtained by
maximizing equation (1) and substituting the maximum aircraft
velocities as given in Table 2.2-1:
p = 100 deg/sec = 1.75 ra/sec
q = 60 deg/sec = 1.05 ra/sec
r = 100 deg/sec = 1.75 ra/sec
The pitch angle
e = Omax = 700
results in maximum velocit:.^s.
The maximum roll gimbal velocity relative to the cockpit is:
Amax = p + tan A q2 + r2 = 7.36 ra/sec
The maximum pitch gimbal velocity relative to the roll gimbal is:
Amax - q 2 + r 2 = 2.04 ra/sec
The maximum yaw gimbal velocity relative to the pitch gimbal is:
W	 = sec 0 V9 -+r2  = 5.97 ra/secma x
These maximum velocities are the no-load velocities which the
gimbal torque :rotors must achieve.
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C
	 Maximum Gimbal Inertial Accelerations
The maximum gimbal inertial accelerations about
the rotating axes of the gimbals are obtained by maximizing the
appropriate component from equations (3), (4) and (5). Ex-
pressions for the velocity and acceleration terms are substituted
from equations (1) and (2). Subsequently, values for aircraft
velocities and accelerations and moving base velocities and
accelerations are substituted before maximizing the equations.
Roll Gimbal Acceleration
= k+ ^ + tan A [(q + pr) sin 0 (r + pq) cos 01
cp + sec  0 (l + sin2 9)[(q 2-r2 ) sin 0 cos 0 + qr (sin2 O-cos20
the terms containing 0 reach their maximum positive value when
6 r ()max = '700
Assuming maximum values of velocity (p, q, and r as given above)
qmax , rmax
Therefore the term (q 2 - r2 ) is negative.
With the roll gimbal angle in the second quadrant so
that cos 0 is negative, all terms (with the possible exception of
sin  0 - cost 0) are positive. By substituting maximum positive
values of velocities and accelerations from 'tables 2.2-2 and
2.2-3 an equation which can be maximized in respect to 0 is obtained.
p
	
	 150 ra/sec2 = 2.62 ra/sec2
= 100 ra/sec2 = 1.75 ra/sec2
r	 100 ra/sec2 = 1.75 ra/sec2
0c 	 0.5 ra/sec	 0c =. 1 ra/sec2
9c = 0.5 ra/sec
of
 0c 	1 ra/sec2
tic = 0.6 ra/sec	 ^ic = 1 ra/sec2
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f
cp max 3.62 + 13.22 sin 0 - 9.857 cos $
31.556 sin 0 cos 0 + 29.584 (sing 0 + cost 0)
Maximizing this equation in respect to 0
Ycp max = 52.5 ra/sec 2 at an angle of 0 = 1060
It is unreasonable to expect :!11 velocities and
accelerations to reach their maximum positive values simultaneously.
In fact, if the velocity is at its maximum positive value, the
corresponding acceleration could only be less than or equal to
zero.
A reasonable assiunption is to compute a maximum
acceleration when all aircraft velocities and accelerations are
at one-half their maximum values. The resulting value of roll
acceleration is:
Ocp max - 14.1 r.a/sec 2 at an angle of Qf = 105
Since under these assumed conditions the gimha) in moving at sonde
velocity, the required stall acceleration must be considerably
higher. Based on the torquer having a straight line torque-
velocity characteristic a reasonable assumption is to double this
value for the stall acceleration.
of	
2Ocp stall - 28.2 ra/sec
Pitch Gimbal Acceleration:
g^= c +q-pw
c
+pr) cos 0+ (O
c
+r-p@c -pq) sin 
tan 9 (q sin 0 - r cos 0) [ ( 6c + q) sin 0 + ( tic - r) cos 01
Again assume 6 = 0max 700
If Ac , Uic , r, q, and r assume their maximum negative
values, the remaining terms are at their maximum positive values
and 0 is in the first quadrant, ^^ will reach its maximum value
(negative in this case).
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6 . 863 cos 0 - 5 . 463 sin 0
- tan 700
 (1.05 sin 0 + 1.75 cos 0) (1.55 sin 0 + 2.35 cos ^i)
By maximizing this expression in respect to 0
10 
max '
24.51 ra/sec 2
 at 0 = 340
As above we will consider velocities and accelerations at one-
half of their maximum values.
60 max ^ - 9.21 ra/sec 2 at 0 = 350
Again we double this value to obtain a stall acceleration:
200 stall - 18.4 ra/sec
Yaw Gimbal Acceleration
i	 sin 
	 0c+p +6cr--4I,cq)
cos 0 [(9 c +4+^fcp- Pc r) sinO- (*^fc +i+Ocq
Ac p) cos f)
Maximizing this expression in respect to a and 0
e.
'Pe max	 p +p+6c r -yic q) 2 + (9c +q +' p- cr )2
	
+ (tic+	 r + ^c q -- Ac P2
l/2
I
It is apparent that each of the expression in ( )'s will be
maximum if all signs are positive or all signs are negative. The
	
of	 of	 0
signs of^Jc , ec , tic , p, q, and r can be changed as desired to
meet this maximum condition. However, a sign change in any one
of the terms 0 1 Oc , c^ , p, q, or r will change signs in two and
only two of the three expressions.
Therefore it is necessary to substitute actual values
in these expressions to determine which changes will result in
a maximum acceleration. Again one-half of the maximum valuer
of aircraft velocities and accelerations were assumed.
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The maximum acceleration resulted when Vii, Vic. We
q and r were taken to be negative with all other values positive.
A similar result was obtained with r, Oc , {tic , p and  negative
with the other values positive. This acceleration is:
hmax = 4.65 ra/sec1
on doubling this value we obtain a stall acceleration of
08 stall - 9.3 ra/sec2
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4.3	 PROBE PROTECTION DESIGN ANALSIS
Why is a probe protection system necessary? The optical
probe is a critical element of any modelboard terrain image
generator. High quality wide angle probes are state-of-the-art
devices. As such they are very expensive, and have long lead times
for both purchase and factory rebuild. As if this were not enough,
their delicacy, necessarily exposed position, and usage with the
terrain board combine to make the probe a highly likely cand.iat:e
for damage. Clearly adequate protective measures of some sort
are required, if the modelboard terrain image generation subsystem
is to be of practical use.
Some specialized techniques are in use at various existing
facilities. One approach is to limit gantry travel such that
the probe is not permitted to approach the modelboard any closer
than the highest terrain feature. This technique may be extended
slightly by partitioning the modelboard into a few rectangles and
using hardwired logic to select minimum allowable probe altitude
depending on probe location. In addition, some positive way to
stop the gantry or retract the probe above all. terrain must: be
added. Obviously neither of the approaches is suitable for a
useful terrain following simulation. Another approach is to
integrate a laser rangefinder with the probe optics to determine
slant range to obstacles within the field-of-view. That is a
big step forward for airplane simulation. However, the ability
of a helicopter to fly backwards and sideways also introduces
ways of crashing the probe, unprotected by the rangefinder.
Even for conventional airplanes, the laser rangefinder
would not protect against hardover lateral gantry drive failures
or more likely manual gantry mis-operation. A physical height
sensor could be located behind the probe. Unfortunately for
real probe geometries and useful terrain scales the maximum terrain
gradients would be limited to a few degrees and/or the minimum terrain
clearance height would exceed a hundred feet. Many other protection
schemes from seemingly simple to complex have been considered and
rejected for reasons of technical risk or lack of ability to
protect against foreseeable consequences of normal operation,
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abnormal operation or equipment failures. In apparent desperation,
some probes (not wide angle) intended for terrain following use
have been designed with the optical mirror mounted on a long slender
replaceable extension. while this makes the unit field repairable,
given a stock of spares at a few hundred dollars each, the
simulator would still be down for several hours in the event of
a crash, which can severely disrupt some tight test schedules.
Worse yet, the approach simply sidesteps the basic problem of
preventing crashes. Since these probes can be easily crashed in
secLonds by unskilled labor and require hours of skilled technician
time to repair, the potential exists for rather low system avail ability.
4.3.1	 Design Analysis (Dynamic Clearance)
Assume that the gantry drives fail hardover at the initial
time of this analysis from an arbitrary flight condition.
A"— T.1
^-►- T -	 -- T r	 -T3 ^14A ^---" B .
Figure 4.3-1
Tl	 Time from failure to input of sensor data
T2	 Time for computer to recognize unsafe condition
T3	 Time for trigger mechanism to respons
T4	 Time from trigger release to tangential terrain clearance
VA	 Time for retract mechanism to achieve upward motion
TO	 Time from zero vertical velocity to tangential terrain
clearance
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Xn	 Horizontal distance traveled from point of failure through
time interval n
Zn	 Vertical equivalent of Xn
AR	probe retract acceleration
11	 Terrain angle
Y	 Initial flight path angle
to	Time at the and of interval n
n	 As a subscript implies value of variable at to
T 
	 T1 + T2 + T3 Total reaction delay
ax	Maximum gantry horizontal acceleration (frictionless)
az	Maximum gantry vertical acceleration (frictionless)
T4	 Vertical position of probe at t4 w/o retraction,
This analysis assume circular velocity limiting:
(X2 + Y2)1/2 HVL (horizontal velocity limit). Thiu makes the
dynamic clearance requirement analysis independent of heading.
Since data from the gantry sensors are sampled at time
intervals of T2, the worst case time from failure to sensing,
Tl, is equal to the sampling interval.
Tl - T2
Worst case time for computing recognition of the last
condition input as being unsafe, T2, is a system design partuaeter.
Likewise, the time for trigger release, T3, is a systen, design
parameter. The retract times T4 nd T5 are functions of gantry
rates, terrain gradient and retract acceleration.
This analysis determines the total horizontal told
vertical dynamic clearance requirements X 4 and Z4 respectively.
The following section of analysis would then add static clearanec c
-and solve for TD as a function of th-- clearances and other system
parameters.
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The Z4 found in equation 7 represents probe position at
T4 during retraction. The computer must look ahead to t4 to
determine if a crash would occur without retraction. Call the
vertical position for that condition Z 4 . This is easy to compute
as a function of t4 since the conditions duplicate the X-axis
calculations of equations 2 and 3. By similarity
`	 Z4 = Zo (TD + T4 ) + 1/2 Zo (TD + T4)2
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4.3.1 Design Analysis (Dynamic Clearance) (continued)
The easiest way to evaluate these required dynamic
clearances X4 and 24 is by means of a simple computer program
which can tabulate these values for values of design parameters
of interest. The data used in this computer evaluation are
shown in Table 4.3-1. The program and results are found in
Section 5. Significant results for terrain slope of 45° and a.
time delay of 70ms are listed in Table 4.3-2.
TABLE 4.3-1
PROBE PROTECT  SUBSYSTEM PARAMETERS
Data Storage: 690 ft  @ lin 2 grid(500:1) =
	 99360 bytes
690 ft  @ 1/2in grid(250:1) = 	 397440 bytes
496,900 bytes
Accelerations:	 Model
	 Diag.	 250:1 Lquiv.	 500:7 Yquiv.
X, Y Gantry	 0.017G* 0.024G
	
6.OG (Diaq)	 12.0C, (D i&(A
Z Gantry	 0.014G*
	
3.5G
	
7.OG
Retract	 5G
	
1250G
	
250OG
Diag.
1.12in
0.707in
1.414in
0.034in
Static Clearances:
Probe (circular)
Quantization X 0.5 in
Quantization X 1.0 in
Pot. Repeatability X
0.024 in
250:1
23.3 ft
14.7 ft
NA
0.7 ft
38.7 ft
500:1
4G.. 7 ft
NA
58.9 ft
1.4 ft
107.0 ft
9.83 ft
2.33 ft
1.63 ft
13.8 ft
Probe Z	 0.236 in
QuantizationZ 0.056 in
Stability Z	 0.039 in
Delay Time:
Computer frametime
Trigger releasetime
Maximum Delay
4.92 ft
1.17 ft
0.81 ft
6.9 ft
30 msec X 2 = 60 msec
10 msec
70 msec
* Worst case,
friction on
gantry drives
assumed zero.
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Table 4.3-2
Significant Results From Computer Evaluation
MinimumAircraft Scale ApproachVelocity Factor Distance*
.	 Horz.	 Vert. Down of Horz.	 Vertical
(knots)	 (ft/sec) Model (ft)	 (ft)
0 0 250 39.3	 7.2
120 0 250 54.7	 7.2
120 50 250 54.9
	
11.1
0 0 S00 108.0	 14.4
120 0 500 122.8	 14.4
120 50 500 123.0	 18.1
* This is the minimum approach distance to an
obstruction along the horizontal and vertical
component of the aircraft velocity vector before
probe retract.
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4.4	 VIDEO SYSTEM TRADEOFFS
4.4.1	 Requirements For A Color Display
Investigations and studies to determine the requirement
for color in Simulator displays is limited. In the real world
when performing low altitude flight maneuvers, colors are very
discernible where at high altitude they tend to become momo-
chromatic. Since the altitude requirement for the Helicopter
Simulator is in the range of 10 feet to 100C feet, color is
required to generate an accurate analog of the real world. It
is generally accepted that color provides additional cues that
can aid in target detection and search tasks. Therefore, it
would appear that color is a requirement for the Detailed Display.
In as much as the eye is relatively insensitive to color in the
peripheral vision, a monochromatic peripheral display with a
green tint is probably acceptable. However, the requirement
for a blue sky in all displays indicates that all displays
should be color.
4.4.2	 TV Camera Svstem Selection
Since the Image Generation System is comprised of multiple
color TV cameras sharing a common optical system, raster shaping
in the camera is required to correct for optical distortions.
This precludes the use of single tube camera systems for the
following reasons.
Single tube field sequential cameras use a rotating
color filter wheel to obtain the color information. Raster shaping
results in image degradation due to the cam shaped wheel not
being parallel to the scan lines at all points in the image.
Optically encoded cameras (stripe filter) require linear scan
lines to obtain the color information.
A logical choice appears to be a conventional RGB
System which provides simultaneous color using beamsplitting
dichroics to split the input image to the three camera tubes.
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Camera Tube
The camera tubes considered for use in the RGB
color camera system are listed below:
(1) Sb2 S 3 Vidicon (standard)
(2) PbO Vidicon (Plumbicon)
(3) Silicon Target Vidicon
(4) CdSe Vidicon (chalnicon)
(5) Silicon Intensifier Target (SIT) tube
(6) Image Isocon
At the present time, very few silcon-target tubes can
be made with the quality required for high resolution or
broadcast color cameras. These tubes lack dynamic range which
results in blooming of image highlights and also exhibit lower
resolution and higher blemish defect level than other vidicons.
For these reasons, the silicon-target vidicon and SIT tube were
not given further consideration.
Camera tubes that. were considered suitable for use
in high resolution cameras were the vidicon (Sb 2S 3 , PbO, Cc?Se.)
and the image isocon. Performance characteristics considered
to be of primary importance for cameras used in simulator
applications are Resolution, Lag, and Sensitivity. A comparison
of these parameters for the candidate tubes, is made in `fable
4.4.2-1. Other performance characteristics required to produce
a high quality image are signal-to-noise ratio (SIN ratio)
and blemish defect level. The SIN ratio for the candidate
vidicons is 46DB to 49DB. The SIN ratio of the image isocon
is unique as it has a higher SIN ratio for the picture blacks
than whites, with SIN ratio being 49DB and 30DB respectively.
SIN ratio and blemish defect level for all of the candidate
tubes are such that a high quality image can be produced.
Performance of the image isocon and large format
plumbicon is superior to the other tubes listed in Table 4.4.2-1
in many catagories, however, they were not considered practical
for use in a multi-tube color camera for the following reasons:
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I(1) Development of a multi-tube color camera would be
required for either tube. Cost and technical risk
would probably prohibit this development.
(2) The image isocon is very large and the drive requirements
more complex than the vidicon.
(3) The large format plumbicon is still in the development
stage and tubes suitable for use in the color cameras
have not been demonstrated.
The Sb2S 3
 8541 vidicon was eliminated because of its
lack of sensitivity and marginal lag characteristics. The
low sensitivity requires extremely high model illumination and
the higher lag results in the lowest dynamic resolution.
Choosing between the E5063 fast response Chalnicon and
the XQ1020 plumbicon is primarily a tradeoff between sensitivity
and lag (dynamic resolution). Both tubes have a gamma of at
least 0.9 and have approximately the same 5/N ratio, and both
are capable of producing high quality color images. The plimdAcon
provides the highest dynamic resolution, but requires (7)
seven times more model illumination than the chalnicon. Selection
of the chalnicon is recommended because the lag response (10.
at 50 ms) is fairly good and the sensitivity is very good.
The Chalnicon offers other advantaqes such as uniform
lag in each color channel, low dark current with good temperature
stability, and good spectral response over the visible wavelengths.
The spectral response for the Chalnicon camera tube can be
found in Appendix 2. Figure 4.4.2-1 compares the Chalnicon
spectral response with that of the probe optics.
Table 4.4.2-1 compares the performance of the camera
tubes under normal simulator operating conditions. The faceplate
illumination listed is the value required to simultaneously
provide the highest resolution and lowest lag. The ratio of
model illumination required for a given tube requires that the
tube format and probe f/no be considered. The probe relay optics
must be selected to be compatible with the camera tube format.
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The probe has a fixed aperature of 1.0 mm, therefore,
if the focal length is in milli-w9ters the f/no is numerically
the same as the focal length, and' increases as the size of the
camera tube format increases. The focal length for a probe
with F9 mapping and a field angle of 76 degrees can be determined
.as follows:
F (focal length) =	 h (camera tube diagonal)
9 (field angle in radians)
Inorder to determine the relative model illumination required
the basic camera tube sensitivity must be modified by the
probe f/no. established by the size of the format. The source
brightness required to produced the required faceplate
illumination (neglecting transmission losses) is determined by:
Bs = 4f2Ep
Where:
Bs = Source brightness - ft. lamberts
f = f/number Q infinity
Ep = faceplate illumination - Ini/ft2
To determine Uh,., actual model illuumination required, the transmission
of the optics and reflectance of the model must be considered.
With an optical transmission of .084 (0.21 probe and 0.4 color
separation optics), the model brightness required to produce
the 0.1 lm/f.t. 2 faceplate illumination required for the
ehalnicon is 690 ft. lamberts. Assuming 0.5 reflectivity
of the model highlight:, the model illumination required
is 1380 lm/ft2.
Camera Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The visual equivalent signal-to-noise ratio is normally
e..efined as the ratio of highlight video-signal current to MS
noise current multiplied by a factor of 3, and is measured with
a high gain, low noise, video preamplifier with a bandwidth
of 5Mfiz. Therefore, a well disgned camera with a 5MHz
bandwidth will have a SIN ratio comparable with the camera
tube. However, high resolution cameras with wide band video
amplifiers will have lower SIN ratio. SIN ratio of a high
duality camera with a bandwidth of 27 i-!Etz will be reduced to
approximately 40 - 42DB.
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Raster Shaping
Shaping of the individual rasters is required to
i	
accurately match the contiguous segments of the single wide
angle image generated by the optical probe. Shaping is also
required to minimize the distortions caused by the h' - f8
.mapping of the probe. For this mapping function the image height
is a linear function of the semi-field angle (0). given a focal
length f. The type of distortion introduced by this mapping
function is shown in figure 4.4.2-2. To insure that distortions
are adequately corrected the raster corrections shown in
figure 4.4.2-3 should be provided.
Stability and Registration
Sophisticated geometric correction electronics are
required to correct for optical distortions. Performance in an
RGB color camera can be impaired if this circuitry is not
highly stable. Systems Research Laboratories bas demonstrated
in a 24 hour test of a similar system, stability better than
0.1%. This included the combined degradations of the analog
geometry correction and linear scanning circuits. They goal
for the helicopter simulator TV camera system will be 0.5%.
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4.4.3	 TV Projection System
Practical methods of producing a real image
display of viZeo information are presently limited to light
valve projectors and CRT projectors, with both types capable
of projecting color. Another method reported as feasible is
the laser scanning system. Since this system requires further
development, it will not be considered here.
The technique recommended to provide a wide
angle, high resolution projection display requires accurate
mosaicking of multiple displays. For V_e. helicopter simulator
the projectors are required to project onto a spherical screen
from locations offset from the screen center. This required
shaping of each display to minimize distortions, and to edge
match the images of contiguous displays.
Light valve projectors, such as the Eidophor and
G.E. Systems, use a light source and deformablc oil, film in con-
junction with schlieren optics. These systems do not provide
a raster shaping capability. ;echniquer that do I>rovi.dv t.hir
capability are the CRT projector and the liquid crystal light
valve (LCLV) projector. Current CRT projector designs can
satisfy most of the simulator display requirements. The 7,CLV
projector requires some further development before it can be
considered to have demonstrated feasibility. For this rea:ion
the CRT projection technique is the recommended approach at this
time. However, because of the similarity of the blasic video
and deflection electronics f.c: the CH IT and LCLV projectors, a
brief discussion of the LCLV projector will be included.
LCLV Projector
The LCLV projector uses a CRT as a light modulating
source. This writing light tilts the molecules of the liquid
crystal and results in modulation of reflected light. An
external xenon light source and polarizing beamsplitter is
used to produce a high brightness image. Feasibility of the
system has been adcdua R:Ply demonstrated. However, there are at
least two areas of development remaining. The first is development
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l	 of production techniques to consistently produce uniform cells
to specifications. The second is to reduce the response time
of the cell to be consistent with CRT's.
The CRT and electronics technology required to drive
the LCLV is the same as for the CRT projector. The video
amplifiers, deflection amplifiers, and raster shaping circuitry
required for the LCLV CRT and projection CRT are the same.
However, lower deflection and 2,.:.-h voltage power is required for
the LCLV CRT as it operates at lower anode voltage. Although
LCLV uses a single optical system, three CRT's are used to
produce color.
From the above, it appears that in the future when the
LCLV deficiencies are corrected, a transition to the LCI.V, using
existing electionics, would be feasible. Additional information
for the LCLV projector is included in Appendix 3.
CRT Projector
The quality of the projected image produced by a CRIT
projector is determined by the resolution brightness, contrast,
color fidelity, and image stability. This is the same as in any
other display system. Resolution is dependent on the scanning
parameters, video bandwidth, and recj _^tration accuracy and stability,
in the same manner as the TV camera. In the projector, resolution
is highly dependent on the CRT line width (or spot size), CRT
and projection lens compatibility, and display brightness require-
ments.
Projection CRT - Resolution is primarily dependent: an
the CRT size and line width. Factors determining CRT size and
line width are listed below:
(1) Anode voltage and beam current
(2) Phosphor luminous efficiency
(3) Focusing method (electromagnetic or alectrastatic)
(4) CRT size compatible with practicable optics
Higher anode voltages are used to obtain higher CRT beam energy
and display brightness. This results in lowering the beam
current and reducing the beam diameter which in turn results in
increased resolution.
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Selecting phosphors with high luminous efficiency and
providing faceplate cooling also results in resolution improve-
ment. For a given CRT luminance beam current can be reduced
and therefore the spot diameter becomes smaller.
Utilizing electromagnetic focus will provide a finer
focus of the spot than electrostatic focus. This also improves
resolution.
Finally, the usable CRT format and spot diameter deter-
mine the maximum limiting resolution that is attainable. The
maximum CRT usable format is constrained by projection lens
f/number and projection angle. Designing a practicable f/1.0, 60
degree lens requires a smaller format than f/1.0, narrow angle
lens. Current low f/no. 60 degree projectors provide optimum
performance with a 5 inch circular format (6 inch CRT). Some
narrow angle low f/no, projectors use a 6 inch format (7 inch
CRT). CRT's designed for wide angle projection are in use
and have demonstrated perforr,u:ice. Table 4.4.3-1 lists the
measured performance of a typical 6M124 tube set.
Projection Electronics - The same general requirements
apply to the projector electronics as to the camera electronics.
The projector electronics must have the sane video bandwidth,
registration and stability accuracy, and raster shaping capability.
However, because of the high power requirements of the video
amplifiers, deflection amplifiers, and high voltage power supplies,
these must be given special consideration. All of these components
must be provided with adequate cooling. Lead length of the
deflection coils must be short and the operating voltages of
the linear deflection amplifiers should be high to insure short
(< 8us) retrace time. The high voltage power supply must be
common to the CRT trio and must be highly regulated. This is
required to preclude any possibility of the display size changing
due to variation in voltage caused by changes in brightness or
video content.
CRT Cooling - Efficient CRT cooling must be provided
to provide maximum luminous efficiency and tube life. An
effective cooling method compatible with refractive optics is to
use a ported ring manifold supplied with high pressure air.
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Raster Shaping - Shaping of the raster is required to
correct for distortion due to the projection geometry. F'iguxc
4.4.3-1 shows the correction magnitude and shaping required to
produce a distortionless display format.
Display Compatability With CGI
Generation of imagery with sufficient detail to perform
NOE flight tags requires'a probe-camera-model system at the
present time. However, the digital computer image generation
systems are showing the capability of generating greater detail,
and in the future could replace the modelboard system. For
this reason it is important that the TV projector: be capable
of interfacing with high resolution CGI systems.
CGI systems currently being produced operate at lire
rates of 525 lines/frame to 1023 lines/frame and at field rates
of 50 fields/second to 60 fields/second. These systems require
fast video rise and fall times to produce a sharp CGI presentatio.:.
Typically the rise and fall time is less than 25 nano-second:.
Systems being developed to produce high do-tail (8000 to 10000
edges) operate at 1023 lines/frame and 30 frames/second, i.nt.c.r•-
laced 2:1, and generate an RGB video output. with synchronization
in accordance with RS343.
There are no unique requirements for a display system
to interface with CGI as long as the scanning, video bandwidth,
and color requirements are the same. Therefore, to insure
that display TV projectors will interface with. various current
and future CGI disigns, the following performance parameters
have been established for all display TV projectors.
Line Rate	 - 525 to 1225 lines/frame
Frame Rate
	
- 15 to 30 frames/second
Video Bandwidth - 27 1 DB M z
Rise Time	 - <20 ns
Color	 - RGB
Sync	 - RS343
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TABLE 4.4.3-1 CRT PERFORMANCE PARAMETER
'i
VALUE
a
PARAMETER GREEN RED BLUE UN3.'TS
Tube Type 6M124P1M 6M124P22M 6M120501M
Anode Voltage 45,000 45,000 45,000 VDC	 }
Grid 1 Voltage 125 120 124 VDC
Grid 2 Voltage 995 1,062 1,023 VDC
Heater Voltage 6.3 6.3 6.3 VDC
Heater Current 600 600 600 MA
Beam Current 2.0 2.0 2.0 MA
Raster Size 1 x 4 1 x 4 1 x 4 -Inches
Raster Lines 262 262 262 Lines
Light Output 23,400 14,615 2,320 Ft. Lamb.
Line Width .0041 .0043 .0046 Inches
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4.5
	 Field-Of-View, Resolution, and Display Brightness
A basic requirement of this study is to provide a pre-
liminary design for a display system optimized to provide a wide
field-of-view with high resolution and high brightness capability.
.The following discussion will consider achieving this goal using
mosaicked, real image, CRT television projectors. Stimulus for
the projectors can be from a wide angle multi-sensor probe/camera
system or a CGI system.
The desirable performance parameters for the Detailed
Display are as follows:
(1) Field-of-View	 180° 11 x 600 V
(2) Resolution	 4 ARC MIN/OLP
(3) Luminance	 8 Foot Lamberts
(4) Contrast	 20:1
(5) Color	 Yes
4.5.1
	
Field-of-View
Performing NOE and low altitude helicopter
flight research appears to require are accurate analog of the
real world. Currently the camera-probe-model image'c,enerat.ioll
system best fulfills this requirement. Current wide angle optical_
probes have a circular field-of-view (FOV) of 1200 to 1400 .
Increasing the FOV beyond 140°, although feasible, would require
considerable development and some technical risk. Therefore,
the 1400 optical probe has been selected for the detailed display
pickup.
A single channel video pickup and display systein
cannot provide adequate resolution for a wide angle display,
Uherefore, a three channel system is being considered. The
optical output of the probe is split into three cameras and dis-
played on three mosaicked projectors. The three channel system
was chosen because the resolution and brightness approached the
desired target values, and the number of projector heads required
was compatible with the screen and cockpit configuration.
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	 Providing an optimized FOV for each display
channel is dependent on the following:
(1) Compatibility of the combined display FOV with the
probe FOV
(2) Determining the horizontal and vertical I'OV that
provides best utilization of the camera tube and
projection CRT resolution capabilities
(3) Selecting the video performance parameters compatible
with the display FOV
The reason for selecting the Chalnicon E5063
camera tube and Thomas 6M124 CRT are discussed it► paragraph 4.4.
The projector lens design must provide a total projection angle
of 630 to provide a total FOV diagonal of the combined displays
that is freater than the 1400 probe diagonal. I3ecause the viewer
distance is 120 inches and the projector distance is 150 inches
the maximum I'M diagonal for each displE !.y it; zshproximatel.y 820.
The focal length of the projection lens must be chosen ,;uch that
the 82 0 FOV is achieved with a 5.3 inch diametc;t: Cl:t' format..
Because. CRT raster mani pulation is required to correct for off
axis projection, the non-corrected raster diagonal must be re-
duced to 4.9 ± 0.1 inches or approximately 75 degrees/display to
allow for correction, overscan.
Figure 4.5-1 shows the FOV for two display
configurations. Configuration (A) is compatible with all of
the selected video and optical. components of the conceptual.
system. Configuration (B) shows the display FOV optimized to
achieve greater width and resolution. This configuration is
not compatible with the candidate probe and camera tube, however,
it could be used with high resolution CGI.
Figure 4.5-2 can be used to select tiie optimum
FOV width and height for a given angular resolution. Video
system parameters can then be established by converting angular
resolution to TV resolution.
4.5.2	 Resolution
t
L•imitiU Resolution
The following analysis assumes that the optics and
camera tube are not factors in determining the limiting resolution.
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From rigure 4.5-2A we see that in order to ohtain r: 4 0  x 03.0
FOV with an ;angular resolution of 6.0 Arc: Min/01.j 1
 .rc„{uires a
display resolution of 1200 TV lines/display height and -/80 7'V
lines/display width for each display. From Figure 4.5-3 we cnn
determine the raster size required to produce a .4 0° x 610 I'M
and also determine the CJ',T lino width necessary to obti-l iI1 CRT
resolution compatible, wiLh the required di.,-,play resolution_ A
3.3 mil. line ^cidth is required to satisfy the above. T)ii , ; i=
within the capability of the selected CRT, F;hi-ch i.; di.:cursed
in more detail in paragraph 4.5.3.
"Pelevision systern scaiuling <<nd video	 para-
meters that will. satisfy the di.-;play resolution requiren-ientr, Cali
be obtained from Figure 4.5.4. Consideration of the rOV, re!;o1ut--joj-1,
and image n:atching requirements, revealed that the optimmil
display is obtained if thc- scan lines are orientated vertically
with Yos7e_'Ct to the vi r-%er. Thy~ cl i siA.a ' resolution rt:c;ul r emerits
previously establishc-cl are listt-d below.
(1) 7110 TV L ind: or 390 line priirs/dj!-.pI^iy vidt:h
	
40	 :: 60 MTI^/1^1;Gangular resolution ti 	 390 1,11. . - -- 6.1 Arc Min /1.1,
(2) 1200 TV I,i.nes oY 600 l i ne Paris/display lieigl:t:
Gl o x 6U All N_ /U1:Gangular resoJ-ution = -- ^
--600 LP 	 6.1 ArcAlin/LS'
From Figure 4.5-4 760 TV lines/display width can
be obtained with a scan rate of 1023 scan lines/frame-_' usinq a
kell factor of 0.8 (1, = 0.6 is attainable at the higher line
rates). For a 1023 line/30 frame system, the horizontal scan
period is 32.6 us. Allowing 25' for retrace and I)lanKiriq the
active seen period is 24.45 us. The video bandwidth required to
provide 1.260 TV lines/display height is as follows-
600 line' airsTandwidth =
	 ,- ---^-	 = 24.54 MHz2',. " 5 us
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System Yesolution
The previous discussion established the limiting
display resolution within the FOV constraints of the optical.
probe. t•;e must now consider the coir ►bincd effects of the followilic.:
(1) Resolution of the optical probe and projection optics
(2) Resolution of the camera tube
(3) Dcfocusing of the optical probe
Figure 4.5-5 plots the MTF for the probe, projection lens, and
camera tube. By comparin g the MTF of these components it
beca;re apparent that the camerL tube is the most signif.icunt
factor limiting the , on-axis resulution to 6.0 Arc
Figure 4.5-6 compares the re• sulution of the probe,
projection lens and video system as a ►:unction of semi-field
angle. Probe resolution is based un measured data for the. first
dovelopmental 140 degree probe prodt:,:ed by Farrand. Projection
lens data is from the Pacific Optical }report 5601, and TV
system resolution was esrab2irhod in the previous discu!iSion.
The curve. of 4.5-6 show that the `.!'V :•yntert is the primary
element limitinging the resolution over u^.c full display field- of --v i
However, probe resolution is ncur Lhat of the TV S y stem M
full field. This will contribute to sonw- additional	 of
resolution in the extreme: corners.
Figure 4.5-5 also includes clefocu:;ing MITF curve • ., : Iol-
a probe path a 1.0 MM entrance pupil. Curve F shows the MTF for
4 diopter ci.!focusi.nq. Limiting re.-solution at 15% relative
ampl i.tudu is apPro, imatcrly 11 arc min/01•P which is compr ► rrIblc•
to current 36° X 48 0 displays operating at 625 lines.
Additional curves and a discussion of diopteral defocusing is
included in the Farrand Probe fic:port ER 580 which is included
in Soction V. Defocusivg in diopters is defined as follows:
When the I , asic in-focus object distance is infinity,
the d#nocissinq in diopters is Vp f. . _ —	 1,00()	 --
Object Distance In nim
When the basic object. distance is finite the defocusing
in diopters; is Def. -	 1,000	 _	 _	 1,000
	
Focused Obj. Dist. 	 Defocused Obj. Dist.
I
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If the probe is. IOCU.Sed at infinity, and an object
is located 250 M from the entrance pupil, defo::usiny wi11 JW J
diopters. At model scale of 250:1, 250 MM corresponds to a scale(l
distance of 205 feet. Thorefore, defocusing will vary from a
maximum of 4 diopters at 205 feet to in focus at infinity.
Resolution will vary from 11 Arc Min/01f at 205 feel. to G hire
Min/OLP (limited by the cariera tube) aC inL.i.nit^-.
	
If thi- probe
is focused at 205 feet defocusing will be 4 diopters or Less
frOM 100 feet to infinity, and would he 8 diopters at G$ feet.
Resolution would then he	 Arc 1-lin/01J,
 at 68 feat. This
would indicate that there would be no apparent defocus-iriq over
the entire operating ranclo using a non-tilt corrected proh(t with
focus fixed at 205 feet. ThiF. was sub-jectively verified can a
Cti - 4 7 simulr.tor system which 4:as using a non--tilt prol.)e with
focus fixed at 200 feet, %,., ith a inodel. ^;cale of 2-110:1.
jl
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4.5.3	 Brinhtnes:
Display system brightness for a real. image CRT
projection system is primarily determi.ncd by the following:
(1) Projection CRT luminance
(2) Projection lens clear aperature
(3) Lens-to-screen distance
(4) Lens transmissicn and screen gain
(5) Display resolution requirement,
The projection CRT triad described in paragraph
4.4 has vho following measured performance:
(1) Combined luminance. of 40,300 foot Liii,hort:, on a
1 x 4 inch 262 line full. white raster, with a
nominal line width of 4.1 mil for the green CFZT.
Manurac.tures Measured Data.
(2) Combined luminance of 51,000 foot lawbc • rt hidhliyhi_
on an averac;e terrain scene with a lull raster jin,.l
with coolincl applied. Line width wits 3.5 mil -
in hc.use measured data.
The projection lens described in the Pacific
Optical Resort 5601 in Section V has the following character.i::tics:
(1) :',-)cal leng th of 5.16 inches with a relict ive
aperature of f. j l . 0.
(2) =hc clear aperature diameter is the focal length,'
f nu-tuber of 5.16 inches
(3) Transmission 80L
The projection screen has a reflectance of 903
and is located 150 inches from lens.
The on axis screen luminance in foot lamberts can
be determine,: by the following:
B L = BS tR sin 20
P;h r^ re :
BL - Screen lumiance. in foot: lamberts
i
1.74
BC; = CRT Iumisnce in fool lamberts
t = Lens transmission
	
P	 Screen reflectance
EI = Scmi-angle subtinded by the clear
aperature z.t the screen
SCRE N
AF'ERATU11F
1
For an average scene CRT hi.ghl igl t lumiance of 51 x 3.0 3 foot-
lambert.
2
	
13 1
 =-	 51 x lU 3 x .8 }: .9 }:	 lr ---^=5^ --
150
10. 86 foot 1:', iberts
From the aboyr it j s apparent that ii .:rcc!n i urmiallcc
(average scene hi c?}11 i ght) of 10 foot .lambert:. i atta imlh) e rri t h
at least one set- of CRT's. Figure 4.5.7 shows the relationship
of screen: luminance to CRT luminance for varjuus lens i:P(,Y7Z+tu3_es.
',- ith an f/1.0, ^. 1 0 inch ler.G and a stc+nd^rd 1 X 4 inch full vliite
raster, 7.'?  foot larcd.)er. t screen luminar_cc is at to 1 n '-I!A c with the
requirod 3.3 mil line width. D,scr-casing the L: oraturc:
to 4.3 inches (f/1.2)?.) roduce_ t;ie screvil brightness to 5 foot
lamberti, under the same mperaLingr conditions. Wide angle,
f/1.2, projection lenses currently in use have essentially
the same optical characteristics as the afore r.entioned
/1. 0 le;.s. liov;ovor, the f/1.2 lens i s smaller and approximately
37 lbs. .Lighter than the Ar/1.0 lens.
t
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I4.5.4	 Felative illumination
The relative illumination over the total display 	 A
F'OV is determined primarily by the relative illumination
of the probe c;nd projection optics. The mappirnri iiincti.on cchnfsen
for the probe is h' = f 0 where (..lie image heic3ht (h') if. a
linear function of the semi-ficld angle (0) , given a foci.l
length f. The rEllativc illuminatior, for thiE; mapping is wiv.11
better than the distortionless h'	 f tan 0 nnz ► pping. figure
4.5-8 curve A shows relative illuniinz:tion for the l)rabe
(f 8 mapping), curve D relative illumination for the projection
optics, and curve C is the resull.ant display relat-i.vc , it l uminztic.,
as seen by the viewer. Curve C shows that i1lumin<<tion is
within 100% to 55 s, for a semi-field of 50 clegrees, and hz s
a maximum fall off to 30o ai GO degrees. Thi : appears quite
acceptable when compared with 60 degrees syst.enis have 50t
illumination at a semi-field of 30 degrees, ancI with di st ort.ionl ^ss
probes that fall off to less than 100 at a semi-field of GO (^.egrees.
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4.6	 CCOTIT R LATM VIS IMLITY STupiLis
Althnu3h thou
 cockpit per se %,rAs not considam-d part ef-
 the vi s-ml
display system -- layouts and plots were made to est:IALh the overall cockpit
envelope ^-u-0 to analyze o x-kpi t frame oc- O.usions to the projected terrain
im,gery as seen by the pilot(s).
4.6.1	 CcxJ- .Pit Confiquration
The cockpit gc ncral arrancjament, sham en drawing PD300, was
develoc-d from infa=tion provided by AMIRDL -• (dated 11--2-70) Cockpit nivelop-2/
CrE,%J Station Iontlimixwetiy. 'ltie purpose of the general arrange.irmt drawing
was to d .,fhie a cxx-kpit envelope in to m of visibility :uu3 ocoltss ion to the
prcjccL• ors. nie cx-c},Dit frarcr_ layout, s.Ix-nvn on d-cawing FD102 and ficictrt: ?.2-4
:was developed fro;n ir.formtion prlvidcxi by P.MIRDL, - (a-itcxI Idovc.-.,-kjer 1973)
L;SAA%ISC0'-1 'It^c.'^ni_ca1 Peport 73-1, pages 3--135, '1l:coretic-.al OH /LTiI Confiyuxati.m.
Tic cockpit fram- layout was developed Lo sup ;port tho vi^:ibility and o: clu:;ion
analysis clescritx^d in th-^- follo.^ing jxzragraphs.
4.6.2	 Vi sibi 1 i ty aro Occhia;ivn Plot!-,
Layout %*	 0:1 dro—I ncl 1 1D102 for the pmT 3nf.e of analysing
and cptimi.zinq the affects of Rx}zpi.t tram^ occlui^ions to the pro;joc.^ted terri-in
.iM. CJCry. 'Ale frairn occlusions ..ere plc:tted on risibility dia.lrccrr' , shawn
in Figures 4.6.2-1, 4.6.2-2, ;.G.2-3, 4.G.2- 1 , 4.6.2-5, and 4.6.2-6. the
visibility plots were developed from infornation provided by PMKDL - (datecl
Nov(-i- x r 19:7 3) LF-;W5CQM 'itc hnic-al Poporc 73-1, f3(-LITV 3.3.5-7A, page 3--1.12,
L"c1 -111 Pilot Visibil?_ty Plc:. The dis:phy ti.old--cif-view curd exclusions wart'
strXrh q.-osed on the visibility diaSrcmu as seen by the pilot(s) from various
cool-.pit_ lateral positions with anti wit1iout projector roll. Occluded areas are
identified on the plots by cross hatching with re,-;
.
:Xect to the projoct:or
leim (es) occluied.
Tie visibility plots show that the canopy docs not cause severe
oechr,lor.s within the area of the field-of.'-vic.w visible to tl, ' pilct(s) . The Orly
signi ficant occlusion cimsed by the canopy is to the Cram crrznziting from the
lower lens. In gar► F.'Ci8 color system this sloes not represent total occlusion
of the display, haaever, it domes vignette one color channel. Considering tl,e
contribution of l UI iiiiocL-, f l M
179
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4.6.2	 Visibility and Ck-c:l usi on Plot_, (continw yi)
from each color cliann .-A; it is apjxirent it ni `Dable 4.4.3-1. thrit the luninow;
flux front the blue ch.rru e is a	 : ,ull	 of the is ::1 . Tacrerutt
by producing th•  bloa image with the laver lee; re.:,ulfs in vr_iy littl.c
charge isl the final hinge due to vi.cnetting. At the nost it wi_1 I r^ s:utt ill V,
slight ch_urge in t .bit of die inage in the area vl crc th : bl^. ch:!:rul i.::
occluded.
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9.7	 Heed Slaved Yaw
Some NOL and hoverin g
 flight tasks require that the pi iot(s)
be provided with detailed information to at least. ± 90 dc c grees .
Because of the field-of-view (FOV) c onstraints imposed by the
probe, this is not feasible with a fixed display FOV. This
constraint has resulted in the decision to pursue the iicad-Slavcd-
Area - Of - lutcrest (iiSAOI)	 ,roach. This approach requires that
the look point line-of-sight (L,OS) of thy_ probe and display be
positioned siniultancousl.y t:'ith rerpect to the pilot's LOS. 'Phis
permits the di.,playcd FOV w.iicio ,., and the information within the
FOV to be correctly orientated with respect to the pilot's
LOS.
The following approaches thAt. could provide this capabi-lity
were considcred.
(I	 D) 'IIZITAC continuous serve pooitioning of the probe
and projector LOS
(2) Cor ► t-'1nuouF servo pc^:.iLioning of the probe- I.OS
and cotitinuclus t.ra rislat.ion of video infor:,.it.ion
between cent i c nious up d i spl av sognwnt s..
(3) Servo positioning of Lhe probe LOS in discrete
steps and swi t china the video information  betwz on
contiguous display.,;.
The fii-,t approach was studied in some detail prior to
this study. Labor.i;.ory in%esti g ation:; were condlicte(.l can LAMARS
at Northrop, and implemetitat ion . ,)f the t0Ch11icjue was integraLed
into a ^-.imulator program at WPAVII. Tho most. significant
observations and conclusions front this work are listec'. below.
(1) Synk-hronization - Tho probe and .?i.splay control
systems synchronization muEt be extra oly precise.
If ) p`recise synchroniz:iti.on is not achieved, un-
w1uited and distract my movements of the il;Iagc- %.Al l
occur.
(2) Image Match ng - Matchiug of the probe and di.-;play
FOV and distortion characteristics is an important
re.,.iirement. Lack of accurate matching will result-
in unwanted movement of some marts of the image
with of hor parLs being stable.
187
4.7 (continued)
(3) Dynamic. Resolution - Resul •ation is re luced v,-hen the
probe 1'M and display window are moving. 
	 i:;
primarily dependerit on the camera tube lag and the
field rate of the video system. This is iiiost:
critical for search and tarc;ot detection and
identification tasks. For these tas)^s the max-imam
resolution capability of the display system in
required.
Considering the above, it is appa rent that degradat:i.an
of the display can occur during head movements beyond the small.
hystersis hand. This may not be too serious for the primary
pilot (pilot with head slaving) as he may not be fi.xatin(j oli
objects during head movement-, however, the secondary pilot will
receive the full effect of any intaRe degradation as he is free
to fixate on any Pert of the display FOV.
Another potential problem with this, apps- zie'A for the
helicopter simulator is the prtictabi li t y of piovi6iny_ the
projector yav, cont_iol sysLc-m pv r,;--r anet control system perfo)_mancc•
required. For this reason a second approach is discussed in
the follcr.;i.nd paragraphs.
In the second approach the probe it posit ioncd t hc • sr mm
as previously described. Thc • five display projectors are used
to provide the total heaj+ slaved FOV. The dotailed information
normally displayed by the central projectors would be continuously
translated from onc e di splay to another through video proee:,s :J 11c1.
Although this elirdnaLos the requirement of rotating the
projector hardware, the video processing is complicated and riay
produce objectionable discontinuities. The image degradations
previously discussed are essentially the same for this approach.
After considering the potential problems a:;sociatc-d with
the previous techniques a third approach was considered. This
approach requires rapid displacement of t.hc probe I,OS, and at the
same -,; mo switchinu of the di!;p lay video of each projector to the
adjacent projector. The advai:tages of this approach over those
previously discc , s sed are as follows.
1 E; 8
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4.7 (continued)
M.
(1) The image quality is not compromised or dugraded .,
except when head slaving is actually requirou, and
then only for milli-see-onds.
(2) Head slaving is only initiated when the pilot is
required to see past 120 degree::. This permits
head movement of ± 45 Ougroos brfore head ,;1avincf
is regLlired. Therefore, movement of the display
window is held to an absolute minimum.
(3) Mechanization of this approach is simply. and Joes
not require expensive video electronics or control.
system equipment.
Laboratory investictation!s of the des o rp te steppincl approach
were conducted. The probe roll and heading slew rate, for 40
degrees displacement was measured o.i nn older design Farr.and
probe. The slew _-ate was found to be 200 01'!-,,!c or 40 
CI in 200 m::
which cc)riesr,nn.I,: to 0 TV fr mos. The current desictn probes
use higher performance D.C. servos which sl ould resu.l L in a
significant i:.ip rove ment in tt:r attaina'olc l At ,, - rite.
1Sg
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The analyses presented in Section 4.0 establishes it
reasonable confidence level that in most area:_, the: predicted
performance for the wide-angle visual F : ystern des-ic;n is ach-Jovable.
In some cases, where high ris}; components are conthined into a
SUbSystem design, system performance is more difficult to prc:dic•t:.
Further analysis in these cases, is recommended prior to the pre-
liminary design phase and is discuF;cecl in this section as related
to the following categories.
(1) Areas which do not represent a high technicc,l
risk, but require additions1 analysis to provivie
a more definitive preliminary design specification.
(2) Componcnts currently in development stage which
represent a high technical ris); and rec;ui re
further evaluation.
(3) Laboratory test and additional analysis to suhs.tan-
tiate that the predicted performance is attainable.
Modelboard/Probe
Additional analysis in thi!. aroa should not he re^vii red
since current modelboard desicns are compatible with the. p! ,' sisal
characteristics of wide-angle optical probes currently in use
and adequately provide the surface detail, Lorrain gradient, and
stability required for helicopter simulation. However., as related
to category 3, a cost effective method c£ mapping the mo ^lboalo
at the time of fabrication should be analysed. The
computer-controlled prole protection concept roquires i hat: this.
nrip be provided in a digital. form to be com patible with the probe
protection computer. A procedure h..s been outlined by Piper Model
Ltd. in conjunction with Hunting Surveys Ltd. that appears to
provide this capability.
The proccclure involves taking stcroscopic pairs of pho.o•-
graphs and digitizing the features in a photogr.ammietric ster.o-
plotter ;,,hick provides an output on di g ital tape:. '.Phis prncedarr
also falls into catagory 3 and validation by a vendor test is
recommended.
i (1u
Control S ntems and Structural Dynamics
The control system and structural design of thu image
generation and display system utilizes conventionui components
and materials. Simulator control systems currontly in use h%-ive
performance characteristics comparable with the wide-angle visual
system of the study. As related to category 1, it is recoitriiended
that the projector support structure be analy7.cd dtu-inc; the pre-
liminary design phase for off-zero toll angles. ThiE iS 1:equizrd
to insure that. the support structure design t•:il ] roL t c.he natural
frequency requirements of the wide-angle visual sye•tem. The impact:
of using heavier projection optics should also tic considered at.
the same time.
Prohe Protection
It '_s concluded that software and hardware requirements
for probe protection have been adequately defined. The ._ffcctive-
ness of this approach is primarily dependent on obtaininT in a^ctirato
map of the modelboard as previously discussed.
Fir-i1 Display Image Quality	 J
A critical part of the visiiol -ystr--m affec.tino the imago
quali t \• of the final display is tho probe,/camera subr;ystcm. Probe
mapping distortion nlust be corrected in the camera lasing complex
raster shaping. Resolution of the optical prcbe is .. uch lower
than high gaul i ty camera lenses and has a significant effect on
the system MTF. .. wide angle scctmerrted probe anti three camera
chalnicon TV system bc.irrct developed by Farrand and SPI, i^- near ly
operational. Tile performance requirements of this: e quipment are
similar to the reaui.rements of the wide angle visual system of
the study. The SILL Farrand system should be evaluated as related
to cate gory 2, during the perlimin.,ry desi gn phase. Measured data
should be obtained for the camera/probe combination. This should
include on-axis and off-axis MTF, distortion, contrast, and
dynamic resolutiL)n.
The display system affects image qua? i ty in a manner
similar to the image pic%up system, and is required to provide
a wide angle display proJuced by inosaicked real image TV projectors. 	 I
High brightness, high resolution CRT and compatible optics arc
required to produce good ima ge gaulity. It.1StOr shaping is necessary
191
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to edgc match these displays. A system u .inn :alai l.ar von,ponent.r.
with similar display requirements i.^ being cicrclopocl at: t:ortlij.-op.
This system should be evaluated and weasured data , iou)d be used
to validate predicted display system performance.
Availability of performance data for the imacle pickup
and display subsystems should make it pcssible to prccUct: cn^ ► - ic y --
end display performance with a high level of confidence.
Cockpit
 Vi sib 4 li.t.y	 I
Cockpit related visihi) i t:y studies appear. odeyuate to
establish the display field-of-view and occlu-:ions, zu; seen by t ho
pilot. Additional study should only lie required if r, tandom c•oc:)-Tit 	
1
arrangement is considered.
Head Slaved Yaw
Feasibility of head slaved yaw has only been demonstrated
with a minimal Laboratory test. A relative! , simple test could be
implemented prior to the preliminary design phaf: v which vould
better de.lo nstratc , this c: :Nn(.- c-pt .	 position could  ).)(! !,ellsed
and the display as seen by the pilot. could be slr;ved to the 16..1ot
head motion.
^yst eln Acc uracy
Absolut(- accuracy of all current model/cairn-ra syF.tems j.,;
questionable. DcLormining the position of a poi nt on the nnlocl
from position corumands or fcedbcick signals will prol. a)) l y not- Y. f-
better than 0.3 degrees. The principal source of this error is
runout in the probe roll prism or mirror. 0t11er error'- c hat con-
tribute to system accuracy are gantry positioning, vicico stabi l i_ty,
and projector pointing. A system accuracy of 0.3 to 0.5 degree.,
is acceptable for certain tasks. However, for weapon delivery
scoring an accuracy of three arc, min. is usually desirable.
Providing this level of system accuracy improvement. i , prob.ibly
not practical. It is recommended that for weapon delivery sc:orincl,
a system be utilized which determines mis-distance of the displ: ► yefl
target relative to the si g ht pipper at the time of. weapon release.
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